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. INTRODUCTION_ 
One of the mo.st serious social p~oblems in the 
United States-is the ques~ion o:f crime. _Ruthless and mer-
~ < • ~. 
ciless kidnapping, racketeer:i,.ng, bootle~g=l:ng, murder, and 
lyn~ing haa gained for Americ~ the distinctive rep~tation 
of being known as- the mc;>st lawless co-untry in the world. 
President Herbert Hc::>ov_er declared in his inaugural address 
on March-4, 1929, that the greatest danger confronting the 
American.peoplewas the increase in crime, and the growing 
disregard and disobedien~e of law. To combat this and aid 
in its correction he appointed a ~at~onal commission for 
"searching investigation of the wP,ole_structure of our Fed-
era+ System of jtl.risprudence, to:i,.nclude the method of en-
forcement of the-Eighteent{l Arnendment_andthe causes of a-1 . .· . . 
buse under it .. n 
A .study of t:Q.e fourteen volumes· of· the Wicker-
sham Reports makes mournful -re'ading •.. _ - One learns that rrthe 
criminal is the end result of a long series of social 2 . . .. 
causes.n Great poverty and_d.ependence 1 poor housing condi-
tions, inadequate open-air play facilities, -q:nemployment 
l.Gf. J?. Guitteau~ ttThe.History of'-the.United Statesn 
- . .. - p. 704 
2.National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement 
- Vol~_ Xlll, p. 1l6 · 
1 
and lack of economic securityare obvious causes of. crime. 
Agreeing witP. Victor Ho.gotbat_ nsociety stands in the dock-
et with every criminal 11 ; the commission maintains that 
ttresponsibilityforcrime rests.upon society.n 
In their Report op Penal Institutions the com-
mission notes that in a year.nearly ~00~000 pass th~ough 
the gates of 3,000 i:o.stitutions, including chain gangs. 
This is in striking con~~l;}.st to. the 17,000 criminals con-
3 
fined in the 56 prisons o;!.Epgland and Wales. Th~United 
States spends $30,ooo,ooo a year, or $350 for each inmate, 
for the upkeep o.f b.er penal institutions. •. ~he.Pl,lildings 
cost ave;- $10o,poo,ooo._ $247,ooo.,oooare spent annually 
for law enforcement in large cities, anP.$3,900,000 a year 
for armored .car::;; the nwar tank:stt used _against the crimi-
nals. The commission is unable even to estimate the total 
. 4 
cost of crime, immediateor ultimate. 
,Th~ Commission :finds our prisons overcrowded, 
many_o:f them·with the obsolete cell block system. There is 
insufficient work and many prisoners are maintained inidle-
ness. The percentage of prisoners employed in productive 
labor has decli~ed. The principal causes :for this decline 
are poor .manfigement, the i:r;1ertia of government of';ficials 
and_ overcrowding, due to thelongsentences and the increase 
of crime •. ·Many.of the_guards are_unquali:fied and underpaid. 
3. C:f.. Sherwood Eddy., "Bllssi9, Todayn, p • 95 
4.Cf. National Commission ori Law Observance and Enforce-
ment,_- Vol •. Xll, -p, 69 
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The Commission reports that the prisoners let out on the 
lease system ar~ frequently.cruelly treated by private con-
-tractors. 
The Commission discovers that- the. sanitary and 
health conditions ip many inst~tutions ar~ unsatisfactory 
and inadequate. The insane, feebleminded, tu1:>erc1,1lar, drug 
addiqt~ and venereally diseased are often_not isola,ted from 
the others, -and fail to receive their required medical t:r.eat-
mE?nt._ The Commission sums up: "We conclude that the present 
prison system is antiquated and inefficient. It does_not 
reform the criminal. It. does not protect society.__ There is 
~eason-to believe that. it contributes to the increase of 
crime by hardening the prisoher ••• ,.~····- -The present system 
of prison di*ipline is traditional,_ antiquated, unintelli-
gent, and not infrequently cruel and inhuman...... Tb.ere is 
- 5 - -
no national plap..n Pres:Ldent Taft is more than justified 
. l : 
in ma}£ing the -statement.: ttT}le- administration of the cr:J_minal 
law in this country_is a disgrace to qu:r;' civilizatio:n.n 
An obvious obstacle to law enforcement is the con-
nection between-local police forces, powerful politicians 
and criminal ele~ents. Organized crime could not exist i:f 
. . ~ ' . ~ ., 
_it were, not :fostered py co~rupt.politicians and corrupt_po-.. 
-lice. Concer:nfor their_ownsel!is4 advanqement, desire to 
ta~te the fqrbidden fruits of wealth, social- p:rivilege and 
special favors force the poli t;:Lcians to be __ lukewarm in their 
5. National Commissi<:?n on_Law Observance anQ. Enforcement 
Vol._ lX, pp. 170-171 
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efforts to re~train the 
0 
Al CaponE;!s '., ap.d_ Torrios. Indeed, it 
is this very element of "leading citizenstt who support and 
aid the criminal rackets. As Al Capone himself has sa~d: 
trAil I ever did was to sell beer and_ whiskey to out best peo-
ple •. All I ever did_was to supply a demand which is pretty 
popular. Why, the very groups._ that make my trade good are 
the ones that yell the· loudest about me •. Some of the lead-
6 
ing judges use the stuff." There can be no effective battle 
waged against crime when its patrons can profitablw enjoy the 
spoils. Mr .. Medalie, Federal District Attorney for New York, 
says; "The gangs are part of the mac~nery for ~ioipal con-
trol, and not until politics are divorce~ from municipal af-
fairs shall we get rid of gangsters." 
The probl~w of crime is becoming yet more acute 
during the depression. The activities of the kidnapper and 
the ganster have at last aroused even the apathetic citizen. 
He l::l.as become alarmed_at the prevalence of crime in tl).is 
country; he has recognized the fact that the number of young 
criminals has greatly increased.c He is beginning to realize 
that not only is our penal system failing to reform the law-
breaker, but our social conditions are breeding others. He 
knows that vast sums of money are spent in apprehending and 
incarcerating the prisoner. He is seriously and sincerely 
concerned about this and wonders whether it would not be 
6.Cf.Edw. D-. Sullivan, "Rattling the Cup on Chicago Crimen 
Ch. Xlll 
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better to spend this money in working out ad~quate plans for 
the restorations of the offender to useful citizenship. This 
idea seems reasonable to him, yet he hesitat.es, doubtfully. 
Can criminals become useful citi~ens? He hasthe right to 
question this fo~ in no other country in the world is there 
a larger proportion of repeaters than in the United States 
7 
where 48% of our captured crtminals are such • 
.As.a citizen of the United States confronted with 
the crime situat~ion existant~ here,_ I ask myself what I can do 
to fulfill my duty ip p~otecti~g society, and at the same 
time in aiding the lawbreaker to become a useful citizen. .As 
a student of sociol9gy,. L have chosen te. ex::unine closely a 
system of penology that works effectively in another country, 
Sov:iet Russia, with the hope that we mayfind a solution to 
what Mark_ Prentiss calls ntoday the great.est outstanding 
menace in American: cri.Jne. 
7.-Cfe;· Sherwood Eddy, "Russf~Todayn P.• 98 
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.THE SOVIET THEORY OF CRIME 
THREE MAIN SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT CONCERNING CRIME 
In_ord~J: ~o.comprehend the_theory of crime accept-
eQ. in· the Soviet Union today;, it is ne..cessa:uy to.lmow the 
underlying ideology of· Marxism. .. According to Marx, Engels, 
and their modern interpreter,.Lenin" crime is the product of 
the economic system; it is caused by the exploitation of one 
class by another. Therefore~ with.the,real~zation of a 
_classless society crime- will disappear •• -. This. tP.eory which 
seems simple enough, nevertheless:requires clarification, 
for the attainment of_a_ classless society is not_ quite so 
simple as the statement sounds.· 
For many centuriesman has attempted to account 
for the phenomenon of crimeand has tried to establish some 
-.. method of' p~shment th_at- would control even if. not el:i.minate 
it. Anti-social acts have been committed as long as society 
itself' has existed. Banishments,. qur:se~-, and death. were the 
penalties inflicted upon thQse whp bro~e t:ne law in the 
. earlie~t stages o:f $OCiety •. Up to very recent years punish-
ment in th~- form of. undescribable cruel ties-· and torture were 
dealt out to those who transgressed._ Despite this, crime 
grew and criminals increased as civilization became more com-
plex. 
What.makesman commi-t these acts which are against 
6 
the mores of the group in which he:·lives, especially when he 
knows he must account for them? Many answers have been given 
to this question. Within rather recent years three theories 
have -attempted to establish the-causes, and have laid out 
measures of pun:ishment designed to_ protect law-abiding soci-
ety from the criminal. . Tl;IOugl;lt. was later given to aid the 
t;~ansgressor in his readjustment. Before discussing the re-
jection of these theories by Soviet Russia, it will be en-
lightening to glt9.nce briefl:y at them. 
The classical school has as its chie_f concept the 
doctrine of "free willtr in the commission of crime .. A man 
is a criminal because he chose to be one. Circumstances had 
nothing to dowith_it. Thus, if·two persons commit the same 
act, they should be given the same punishment. The: French 
Code of 1791 put this theory into practice, listing a large 
number of transgressions and providing foreach a set penalty. 
The difficulties-arising from this unwieldy code became ap-
parent when it was put to pra~tice. How are unlisted acts 
to be punished? ·Is a child or an insane man to receive the 
same pen~lty as a·normal a~ult? The Code obviously needed 
the modifications which were sought. by the Neo:...Classical 
School. _ While this School st:l._ll recognized the theory of 
free will and individual responsibility on the part of one 
transgressing the law, it did decide that in view of eviden-
ces being submitted by biologists, doctors, and other_ scien--
tists, that every person was not free to choose, and was thus 
not responsible for his behavior... There might be insanity or 
imbec:Llity:, fo:r exa.Illple, to aqcount for an act •. However, it 
e was necessary. to establish that t~~ ·accused w~~ in such a, men-
tal state at the.time of the crime .. - This theory is incorpo:r-
ated today in the practice of our criminal courts. 
• 
With the development of the modern sciences, psy-
chiatry and psychology, the Anthropological School with Lom-
broso as its initial .spokesman, entered with its explanation 
to account for the criminal.. Thiso: theory, reacting against 
the classical and neo-classical, swung far in the other direc-
tion. Why did the criminal commit his crime? Because he was 
born with certain stigmata that prevented his ·following other 
lines of behavior. He had no choice in the matter. Lombroso 
gave weight to his arguments with facts and figures. He made 
an extensive study of criminals in Italian prisons and finally 
concluded that criminals were born with definite atavistic 
characteristics. However, in his later works he condluded 
that only one-third of all criminals belonged to this group. 
Raving to account for the remaining two-thlrds, he placed part 
of this number in the insane group, and the rest in a catagory 
which he termed nqriminaloid 11 • In this latter group, Lombroso 
recognized types who were not "borntt criminals but developed 
so through accident._ This was a progressive step for it in-
troduced the role of social influences on crime. Lombroso 
pointed the way' to the theory of the -Positivist School which 
is prominent with us today .. This School recognizes.biological 
8 
•- causes and adds to them: the. results of various . social envir-
onments, maintaining;that· it.is the interaction of biologi-
cal and environmental facto:r:s whicb..produce the criminal. 
SOVIET.REJECT!ON OF_THESE THEORIES 
The Soviet. crilninal theoryrej~ctsall the above-
-
mentioned and asserts that crime is-caused, by the exploita-. 
tionof. one class by another. The att~tude which accounts 
for su·ch behavior,.· they insist, has evolved ove;r a period 
that has lasted_since the state beca.lile an instrument in the 
hands of a .ruling cl~ss to :Corye a weaker one· into submission 
by making "lawsn.to protect its own in,terests, and punishing 
those who.transgressed.one o£ tl:lese "lawsn. It is the ulti-
mate aim of the Soviet Un:ion to achieve a classless society, 
and with it, they maintain, the disappearance of crime. 
To understand fully the meaning of the doctrine, 
it will be clarifying t_o state the Marxian interpretation of 
history... According to th:i,s belief, there has been a continu-
ous evolution of society toward the.esta:.blishment of world-
wide Communism. But-in this evolution, which has been going 
on since historical time andbefore, there emerged atone 
stage of the process an organlzat1on thiough which the strong 
·_ er element came to rule the weaker_ and make its members sub-
mit to its will. ·The state was.. .. the instrument througb. which 
they effected this. From that time _on; the interests of the 
class in power have been protected by rules as laws and those 
who break th~m, or -comli1i t ~oli1e act not i:p_ ac_co~d with .these 
interests of the ruling 9lass, are guilty of _a crime. Thus, 
• the Marxian formula. asserts that· the .state is an organ of 
oppression of plfe-class_by,another; that it sets u:p an order 
which legalizes and consolidates this oppression modifying 
the conflict of classes. , S~nce the state is an organ of 
class_dolllcination, and crime is the commission of an act a-
gainst the interests of the ruling class, a criminal code 
would be the formuiation of penalties imposed for such _acts. 
Communists assume that when_the stage is reached wherein 
there is no domination of or1e class by another, iii would log-
ically seem that there woUld be no nee.d of a criminal code. 
The Soviet_Union has a criminal code, however, 
and recognizes the existence of c_rime. Nevertheless, in 
their theory th:i,.s is not a con,tradiction. In tll.e first place 
there is one class in power now, and the commission of an act 
against those in authority, the proletariat, does constitute 
a serious and major crime. This is naturally to be expected 
in accordance with their theory~ But what of tl::l,e group of 
criminals who come from the working class itself? 
They h~:~.ve had their ideas molded as a result of 
long centuries of class struggle, and their p@int of view 
cannot be changed at on~e. .Every eff9rt is made byapolicy 
resulting from this theory.to change their nsocial consci-
encen by education while they serve their sentence, but even 
with that effort it is certain that many of the older genera-
10 
-tion will not_ be won over to the new way of'_ thl.n!cing. Thus 
· they concentrate on the yo11th ·who.- come iri contact with. the 
-
law, as will b.f3 seen in a later sect:,ion devot~d to the youth. 
. . . 
But cri~e-, the Rg.ssians maintain, :_will disappear, 
except in isolated instances, ,,as the need for the state .van-
. ishes. The Commissar of Justice of' th!:3 USSR,~N._ Krylanko, 
says::. ttOnly under~ Colnm.ul:lism will the state become .wholly 
superfluous, fo~ then there wJ-_11 be -no one to suppress in the 
. . 
sense of waging a systemati.c class .struggle against a _defin-
.- -. _1 . . 
ite part o:f the population."· 
Criminal -repression will .exist as long as the 
state-itself is nece~sary, but for the present a communistic 
. . 
society is a thing of the :futwe. Even when it is extant 
there will still be some who will commit acts o:f a criminal 
nature, but they will be of such infrequency that there will 
be no need o:f penal restriction. 
It will be easier ~o understand the theory that 
permits the :final di$appearance of' crime_i~ the.legal defini-
tion contained in their code is given •. Then one can predict 
that, with the consolidation of power o:f the government and 
with the removal of the remaining-opposition, _there can pos-
-2 
sibly be such a situation: 
1. M. Callco.tt, "Russian Justice", p. 17 
2. Criminal Code, .: Part 3, Article 6 
.-_.11: _ 
"A socially dangeq'ou~ act ·is dee:rtied 
every act-of ,commission or omission, tli-
rected against the Soviet regime, or one 
which violates the- order establ-ished by the 
workers' and peasants' Kovernment forthe 
period of time pend$ng transition to a 
Commun.;i,.st regime. tr - --
Note: An- act which, although formally 
- falling within one of the articles of the 
special section of.the present code,_ is free_ 
f'rom _socially dangerous.-characteristics, owe-
ing to_its obvious insignificance or absence of 
harmful consequences, ;Lsnot a cr.ime.n-
It can be seen that crime in Russia consists main-
ly of those· acts directed aga~:p.st the state bye class eneDl.ies; 
or those desiring to hamper socialist construction. In this 
situation those acts defined as criminal would tend.generally 
have an economic basis. This would substantiate the theory 
that recognize-s no other mot;i.ve fof a crime than the economic 
If in the commustic- state everyone would receive according to 
his needs, as they insist h.ewill, then the econom.j,cmotive 
for crime would be eliminated. 
But what about other crimes, such as,those moti-
vated by rage or jealously? The theory answers that such 
crimes, in the pe~son not ill and requiring medical instead 
of' penal treatment, are rare and usually constitute one 
crime in a person's career. For example, the man whe mur-
ders his wife in a jealous rage would most probably later be 
a good citizen who would never again commit such an excessive 
act. However, in a person not mentally deranged, this would 
be a rare oeQDr~nce because of the liberality of Soviet mar-
miage and divorce laws, which, by offering the ready possi-
12 
bility of intelligent solution to marital incompatibility, 
thereby eliminate the underlying causes of such crimes. 
It should be noted in this regard that the maxi-
mum penalty for any crime, including murder, is a sentence of 
ten years. The only exception from this -rule involves acts 
of or intent to kill.which are associated with banditry. 
Long sentences are considered neither humane nor constructive 
If a man has committed such a serious act as banditry or rob-
bery with firearms, he is likely to receive a death sentence 
unless there are extenuating circumstances such as the youth 
of the offender. For other crimes the shorter sentenoe is 
held to be more copducive to reformation. 
Let us review the chief types of drime against 
which the penal provisions are directed. Dr. Callcott makes 
reference to the pamphlet ttRevolutionary Lawn by N. Krylenko 
in which the four main categories of criminal law are des-
cribed. 
First, there are the laws safeguarding the dicta* 
torship of the proletariat. In this group are contained all 
provisions for punishing acts of a counter-revolutionary na-
ture; this first group is direct?d against such things as 
activities of the Kulaks contrary to governmental order, a-
gainst speculation, wrecking, theft, bribery, pilfering and 
squandering. 
In the second category we find the laws which 
protect the interests of the working masses. These are 
·'·-------
13 
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varied in nature~ .· ·,~isbnlent is here provided for officials 
who fail to fulfill 'the pledges_c:r the government as to gen-
eral :fo~d supply ancd" living conditions. Protection is given 
also. against excessive :fine or punishment o:f the people. 
;' . 
'The:re. are provis_ions·.again?t un(iue- severity in etccomplishing 
. . 
collectivization;: Stalin .favors persuasion to_ coer.cion. In 
this division, also, would fall the law providing punisJ:unent 
f'or acts of violence committed on. Ol).ets own peraon. 
· Laws regul~ting. the interr.elations between vari-
ous social strata of- the working classes are found in the 
. third category •. · This division_ consists of the laws on So;viet 
trade and is. direc.te(l __ against any act that contributes to the 
squandering of goods, or disposition of unwanted, articles by 
forcing a customer to buy such along with his o;th~r purchases 
or any othep ·act by ~rade bodies which interf'eres wit:h the 
rights of the people. 
The fourth category consists of laws punishing 
non-observance of regulation~ concerning business acqounting 
and f'ulfilment of plans by the various economic organizations 
"These categories o:f 1aw~J' wri.tes N.:. K:rylenko, 
"exhaust the fundamental question& that comprehend every aS""" 
pect of. our economic::and social life." At this. phase in the 
development of their.socialist_stp,.te., they recognize the ne-
cessity for the provisions ~ontained in their penal code. 
Criminal repression will not disappear until- the full reali-
zation of. the. Communist. State, the Russians declare,.: but then 
I, ,. 
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people will graduallr. ,aQcustom ;th.~1ns-e;Lves in obs~rving the 
elementary known rules· of ~ocia.l life witho~t the, special ap-
paratus of coe~.cion, the _state. How: long th;Ls process will 
take, they do not.p:rophesy. Whil§.the.theorists expect that 
by the end. of the: second five:-year plan, clas~ distinctions 
will di$appear f'o;r·the ~9st pq.rt, criminal. repression will 
still remain to combat thos.ec few remnants of the old order 
which wilL J_inger on :for some. time. They emphasize that they 
have no magicwan¢1. for.clearing all this s-uddenly and com-
pletely :fr.om tp.e c~:>nsciousness of the people. ·Crime and 
criminal repressio~ come at one s:tage·. in evolution":"'-the be-
ginning of the dmninatio:n of .on,e· class. by another~'""' and they 
will vanish at a1.1othe;r stage-~the.appearance o:f the highest 
phase ·.of Communism. _ 
A theory is onlya theory, and when itdeals with 
human beings there- is no accupacy of_ pr_ophec-y. Yet it may be 
mentio!le.P. here that, according to Assistant· Attorney General 
Vishinsky, the number of prisoners convicted, of such familiar 
crimes as theft, murder, ar.son, robbery., rape, and the like, 
has decreased by almost one-third since the.days just before 
the revolution. When we are reminded that little construe-
ti ve work h?s been done until the last :few. years., this im-
pressive diminution in crime seems to substantiate their 
theory. 
• 
REVIEW OF CRIMINAL REPRESSION SINCE 
THE REVOLUTION 
The section on theory lead~ us now into a di.scus-
sion of fact. Whether or not a classless society will be 
achieved no one can know; but it is certain that at the mo-
ment crime a:nd criminal repression do exist in the USSR •. Al-
though. our concern j.s.witb. the present program of crime pre-
vention and rehabilitation of criminals,. a review of tb.e sit-
uation since the revolution will offer us a comprehensive 
perspective. 
Three basic aspects of the proletarian dictator-
ship must necess~rily be considered in connection with crime 
repression. First; the utilization of the power of the pro-
letariat for the crushing of its exploiters and for the de-
fense of the country; hence the enemies of the state must be 
crushed. Secondly:, · the. utilization of the ;power of the .pro .... 
letaria t for the final separation of the toiling ma.sses :from 
the l;>ourgeoisie, .for the attraction o.f the masses to the 
cause o.f. socialist. construction, and .for state leadership o.f 
these masses by the prol.etariat,,; hence, tb.e discipline and 
control of the toiling masses thems.elves. Thirdly, t:he uti-
lization o.f the power of the proletariat~ for the organizatior 
of forces, .for the abolition of' classes,. and .for the transi-
tion to a society w?-thout c+asse_s, to a society without 
state; hencethe socialist construction. 
Considering first the crushing of those who op-
16 
pose the order of government or hinder its development, we 
find the methods of coercion varying from leniency and tolera-
:ij' tion in the beginning of the Revolution, through the frightful 
years of the Cheka reggn, to the more severe activities of the 
OGPU in recent times. Shortly after the Rev0lution in May, 
1918, all those persons held for political crimes were set freE 
by an act of general amnesty. Tb.~ results of this liberality 
were rather:serious for the rule of the proletariat, since 
those released determined to overthrow the new and, as yet, 
not too firmly seated government. .Among these was the renown-
ed General Krasnow who organized the White Guard Cossacks and 
caused considerable trouble to the Soviets. 
Such a policy of clemencyhad necessarily to end if 
the Soviet government was to be kept alive. When next it had 
political prisoners in hand, it acted differently. Stalin de-
fends later severe measures towards these prisoners in an in-
terview with Ludwig in 1932. nsoon it transpired that such 
leniencywas,only undermining the strength of the authority of 
the Soviets. We committed a mistake in showi:ng such. leniency 
towards the enemies of the working class. If we repeated :this 
mistake any further, we would have comm;itted a crime towards 
the working class. We would have betrayed its interest. And 
this became perfectly clear very soon. It became. very sure 
that the greater our leniency towards our enemies, the greater 
3 
their resistance." 
3.V.I. Lenin, "Collected Words,:p .. l75, Vol. XXVll 
17 
Le'fli.en~y Wa.$. rw part ot t:Peir program thereaf~ter. 
tenin holds tha.c:J.,ass enemies .tp.emse;:Lves res~onsible for the 
so-called Red~ Terror established agaip.st tp.em.. .· JtYou have 
yourselves to blame, £rie!l9.81tt 'Xhe,,urban bou:r-geoisie and the 
- - - = . 
rural Kulaks comprised the elements aga:fnst which this repres-
sion wa$ directed. There: was a-trem.e:ndo1ls increase o:f crimi,... 
nals from these-two-classes inthe early years of-the-prole-
tarian state. In their. combined ef;t"o.rts they proved to be a 
great hindrance to-the_Soviet cause,.and aid~dbythose wav-:-
erers withtnn the working. class-who ·we;re :influenced tp coup.ter-
- . . ·. - . . . -. - .. . . . .. 
revolutionary activiti.es, theY:Pecame· a~ grave menace. The 
Communists considered it~necessary todealmercilessly.with 
them; this the-Soviet administration did not fail to do. 
Notwithstanding-the let~up ;inthe counter,..revolu-
tionary activities on the·ini.tiationof:theo:New--Economic. Poli-
cy, fighting the class enellJ.y remainedpractica.lly the same 
even through the era _of NEP: (later the OGPU, as it:bacame the 
joint organization o;f all _the repub}ics), the full tit],.e o·:r 
which is the United• State Political Adlllinistr:ation. __ The me-
thod now underwent an important chang_e as can be-noted from 
Lenin's words. nTo the extent that_the basic purpose o:f au-
thority becomes not military crushing but administrative, the 
typi~al UJ.anifestation of crushing a:.ndcoercion: will-become not 
4 
the method of shooting ontb.espot, but trial in court.n 
He, himself, not fond of themethods he felt they had to use, 
4. V .L. Lenin, "Cpllect~ed Works, p .. 460, Vol. XX 
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seized the f~rst opportunity afforded by an end of civil war 
to advance a revolutionary legality whicll the eommunist Party 
had already been trying to establish. 
-The Criminal. Code which was written in 1922~ along 
with the Code for. Criminal Procedure, paved the way for an en-
largement of orderly court procedure. _The provisions of the 
Code.did not give greater leniency but legalized measures that 
had already been practiced. 
The phase 9f violence against the Kulaks was enter-
ing-a modified. state .. Since the State could not.kill all of 
its class enemies and certainly would not find it profitable 
to .·fill innumerable. prisons_ with them,. t¥ere developed a new 
approach to the problem._ Actually, the idea. was not new be-
cause it had been present since the.earliest days of the Revo-
lution •. The Civil War had so disrupted the development of any 
program, however, that- this influence was not properly .felt 
until later. 
This new approach was by means of. educating and 
training these o:ff't9nders sothat theymight_be.released as 
useful workers in.a state so greatly in :p,eed of all the man 
power it.cotild rally._ Authorities based thei,r plans onthe be 
lief that even clas-s enemies might reform tmder· proper guidanc 
and become loyal citizens .. They are told that in five years 
• they can achieve civil rights i;f'they reallyapply themselves 
to constructive- work. More than. 15_,000 hav-e- already received 
. . . 5 
their civil rights before. the_ end of' ·the allotted time. , As 
5. Cf. L. von Koerber, nsoviet Russia Fights Crime"-·. p.4 
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for the conv:ic:ts from among tb._~_loyal masses, the program for 
crime repression had as its fundamental purpose the training 
'wl of these as useful citizens.. · fhe USSRhas.a.practical theory 
as to how. this might be:.-~on~;- i:t_s., translation into government 
policy was a most significant development and-led directly to 
the constructive attitude one ;finds in present-day treatment 
of-prisoners intheSoviet p-nion. 
As early as Decemper 1 -1917, · Lenin. sent instructions 
to the Reyolutionary Tribtinal in which he urged that_ repres-
sive measures take th~ f()rm of corrective labor tasks, and 
that the harmful element be dealt with in a. re;fo~m~tive way. 
Shooting was abol_ished by a decree _d~ted pctober. 28:, 191'7, and 
Decree-No •. 3 of July~ 20,_1918,_ providedllhat anyone sentenced 
to a three mon,th-period should be sent to .. a compulsory labor 
camp and-should not be gua:t>ded.while serving the term. In the 
Ural region and.Siberia, prisons_ were-replaced by working 
homes where _studywas combined with work. 
In Mar_ch,- 1919-, the GolD.lilUP.ist Party adopted as a 
distinctive feature of its program the following plank: nour 
courts have already led to a qardinal.change in-the clla:racter 
of punishment, resulting on a large scale_ in conditional pun-
ishment, substituting compulsory ::Labor with retention of. liber-
ty for imprisonment, replacing the prison by educational insti-
,.. 
1tt tutions, and a+~owing the possib~lity for.the factor and time 
by comradely-courts. The Communist Party,. while urging fur-
ther deV.e.l?pment of the court in this- directiop.,, snouldf a?-m for 
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the ultimate·· substi_tution o:f, the cB.Ystem o:f pun:l.shme:p.t by a 
. . ·-- a· - -
- system o:f._measures. of educational character." 
Various· -p.:tl;l.er :o:decrees:- wer~. ag.opted . .furthering this 
principle of reforiJ!?.yiort, .thl:-o:ughe.Q.u_cp.tion, and discipline. In 
1919 a similar decree. extabli'shed a Distrillu:tioJt. Cowo.ittee. com 
posed o:f speei~l:i.St$-~psychiatristsj eciucators.J etc.-:-who.were 
. . . - .;' . . - . . . 
to determine. by a study _o:f the background,. person~ality and 
·_ physical. condi tioJ;l of' the convict what pr:I.s.mi. would pe best 
sui ted to him. To ·.refer again t.o the -vOlume edited by Vishin-
sky, we :find a statement .. (page. 20) that· the. p:r-actice _of' any 
penal. treatment tendiUg ._to. degrader the p::risoner was :forbidden 
by a decree ofJuly23, 1918. This principle is now incorpor-
ated in the Criminal . Code,. Article 9, which reads-:. Jr:Mea:sures 
of social defense may not b.ave for their pUr:pose the irif'1ic-
tion of physical pain or the degradatipn of, human dignity, as 
they do .not contemplate thep1Jrposes of ;r-etribution and penal-
ty.n In connection with this_ principle, the Soviet Gov.ern:rn.ent 
presents to penal administrators and g11_ards. a handboo.k enti tl-
ed, nVfuat.thePrison Persopnel Should. Known. This handboo~ in 
structs the gu~4s ;rt:;:p.at "the· Soviet Government cannot look upo 
the criminal as upon an enemy who is to be subdued or as upon 
a sinner who must be brough_t to a state' of penitence py humil-
iating punishment ••••• The p:ur:Pose of i_mprisonme~t is not to 
r ·-
cause pain to the man but to re~educate h:l.m.... It has been 
6. Assistant Attorney General, A. J. Vi·shinsky, trFrom 
Prisons t6 Educational: I.n-stituttonstt ; p.3l· 
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r.epea tedly show- that- men; liav~_ been condemned as criminal-s in 
:--.; 
c@sequence- of their neglec-ted education_, of- their poor up--
-
bringing arid of the:L:r hard' and cb.eerless life_ ••• ., Prison at-
tendants· should act as older brothers to such prisoners •• ~··· 
Th,ey should not employ coarse or_insultin.g language but act 
with calmness, with restraint and impartiality. .Prisoners 
should not "Qg J:;tandcuf'fed or made -to wear~ cb.B.ins. -: They should 
not be deprived of foo¢1.. or-thrown intb solitary confinement. 
Corporal punishment inapy.:fo~m. is f'o:rblddenand attendants 
violating this rule should at once be handed over to the~au-
7 
thorities for trial.-" There is a compani9n vplume, lfWhat 
Every prisoner Should :Known, which informs the prisoner of his 
right of' complaint againstunjust.treatment by the guards.- No 
other countryhas-given suchfreedom and status to: it13 prison-
ers. The entire penal- system_ stri:ves to_ $Ubstzi,. tute. science 
for force. 
- The present~day approacl:l.- to crime repression in the 
USSR is, then, through e_q:uca tiorial and correctional- labor~ 
The extreme penalty of death is givenin only three cases: 
cr:tmes against the State, military crimes,_ and armed robbery 
in which death occurs. From 1926 to 1930 the p_ercentage sen-
8 
tenced to death was.-less than.0.-1. The-educational program 
holds for all others, even fo_r political prisoners~ 
7.Quoted by. Elias Toqenkin in Sta_lin's Ladder, pp.242-244, 
. • . L,'-- 277 
8 .A • .T. Estrin, ttThe Develppment of' Soviet Criminal, Policyn, 
. p~229 
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Soviet jurisprudence is thus based not on restric-
tive measures alone but on corr~,cti:ve, educational and cultur-
al ones. The authorities seek to use labor that is construc-
tive to character and useful economically, and not the· kind 
that brings indignity and.resentment when resorted to as prim-
itive--or disciplinarymeasures. 
The sentence is designed to be as brief as possible. 
In the USSR it is not necessary that a prisoner serve more thar. 
one-third of his sentence i~ order to be released on parole, 
but his release is based solely on the condition of. hi.s. fitnes~ 
.for return to society. ·The_ Observation Commission$ whose duty 
it is to determine the time of su~h release, is required by la~ 
to inform itself in intimate detail of the condition of trt;in-
ing and education of the prisoner, of his personal character-
istics and attitude towards society. They are thus able to 
judge with a high degree of accuracy, when a prisoner is ready 
for release. If the figures they giv~.op. recidivism, 18 per 
cent for men and 21 per cent for women, are accurate, then 
9 
they may be said to judge well indeed. 
The program of compulsory education for those among 
the toiling element who are imprisoned is the chief weapon of 
the state in i~s fight against crime. As will be shown in la-
ter pages, the prisons are equipped with a.variety of devices 
~ for carrying out this work. The whole criminal. law re.flects 
this attitude towards crime repression on the part of the Com-
munist Party. The evolution of this code since its establish-
9.M.Callcott "Russian Justicen~ p. 35 
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ment in 1922, by a multitude or amendments and two almost new 
writings, reflects interestingly the needs and purposes of the 
- state in various phases or its development. It is divided in-
to a general and special part, and although the,general part 
is appended to this thesis, let us glance briefly at its vari-
ous divisions. 
Tne first section is devoted to the purposes of 
criminal legislation. The second deals with the extent of o-
peration .of~the code. The third lists the general principles 
of the penal policy. Section four is concerned·-with the mea-
sures of social defense measures of correctional character-ap-
plied. The last section is-devoted to conditional sentences 
and release on probation. 
Since the adoption of the code in 1922 there have 
been two important amendments. In 1926 whennUJ!lerous, changes 
were ma:dej the chief' feature was a more lenient application of' 
penalties. This was at the time of reconstruction, when the 
development of the socialist state took on greater emphasis 
and education as a method of' penal treatment was considered one 
of its chief toQls. By the amendments of 1928, deprivation of 
liberty was limited to sentences of one year and more. Pre-
vious to this time sentences or even one d~y had entail~~ de-
, _ I 1 ~ 
privation of liberty. In short-term sentences the aim is now 
to provide supervision to the con~icted person in place of 
work, and permit him to retain his liberty .. 
The entire concept of punishment is abolished in 
24 
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the 1926 edition o:f the Criminal Code. 'The o:f:ficial concept 
is not o:f retribution or any in:fliction o:f pain or., even o:f 
11 just rewardn. From this time on the term npuriishmentn is not 
used; the term used is nmeasure o:f social de:fensen. 
The measures o:f social de:fense now provided by the 
Criminal Code are divided into three categories: :first are the 
measures o:f judicial and correctional character; second,. me~­
sures o:f social de:fense o:f medical character; and third, mea-
sures of' social de:fense of' medical and pedagogicalcharacter. 
The measure of' social de:fense of' judicial and cor-
rectional character contained in the Collection of' Acts o:f 
10 
May 20, 1930, are enumerated as :follows: 
(a) The o:f:fender is proclaimed enemy of the 
toilers and is at the same time d~prived of the 
citizenship of the constituent republic and there-
by o:f the citizenship of' the Union of' USSR and 
must be necessarily expelled from its con:fines. 
(b) Imprisonment in common prisons. 
(c) Imprisonment in correcti~e labor camps 
in remote localities of the Union of the USSR. (d) Compulsory labor.without con:finement. 
(e) For:feiture of political and separate 
civil ri~hts. · 
(f') Removal from the con:fine.s of' the B.SFSfi 
or :from the territory of' a specified locality with 
compulsory settlement in other localities or with-
out same, or coupled with the prohibition to reside 
in de:finite localities, or without such prohibition. 
(g) Removal1rom the con:fines of the Union 
of' the USSR :for a certain period. (h) Dismissal from office coupled with prohi-
bition of occupying a certain post or without any 
such prohibition. (i) Prohib:i tion to engage in certain ac.ti vi-
ties or industry • 
(j) Bublic censure. 
(k) Con:fiscation of property--complete or 
partial. 
10._ Criminal Code, Article 43 
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(1) A fine expressed in money. 
(m) Imposition of the duty to make good the 
damage caused by the culprit. 
(n) Warning • 
In addition, tb.ere is the use of public censure as 
a repressive measure. This is defined as a "public expression 
of condemnation in the name of the court .. " It.must be pub-
lished through the press and may be either the only·penalty 
given or may be added to another. The use of warning is also 
practiced in cases where the accused is. _acquitted but by his 
conduct gives nevery reason to fear commitment ?f crimes by 
him in the future.lf By this means a preventave effort is 
attempted. 
It might be said in summary that while severe mea-
sures still exist and are used in regard to counter-revolu-
tionary activitmes or crimes against the state, the emphasis 
in the penal program is decidedly upon educational measures 
for rehabilitating the -criminal as a useful me.mber of the so-
cialist state •. The development of this policy is one of the 
outstanding achievements of the Soviet government. 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE CRIMINAL GROUP 
The question naturally arises, who commits the 
crimes? Immediately following the Ravolution, the .foremost 
concern in regard to the crime situation was the suppression 
of those acts which jeopardized the authority of the Soviet 
·government. But as the program of socialist construction went 
.forward, as the administration s.ecured firmer control of the 
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political situation, a noticeable change was apparent in the 
type of prisoner. Counter-revolutionary organizations had 
been practically eradicated; the Kulak war, though still going 
on had lost much o:f its :force, and the residue o:f the convict 
population became more similar to that of other countries. 
There was a change in the social composition o:f the group. 
Instead o:f a majority o:f an otherwise honest group o:f middle 
class agrarians whose crimes consisted in efforts to overthrow 
the government, there was a rising percentage o:f ordinary 
criminals. This does not mean that the government is no long-
er confronted with a great number of crimes·against the s~ate 
by the bourgeoisie and Kulak class; but it is noticeable that 
the other type o:f crimes is being given more attention, and 
that programs. of.treatment are designed to apply to that pro-
blem. 
Considering both sexes, the age at which criminal 
acts are ·most frequently committed is twen_ty-four years. The 
curve descends sharply to fqrty ~d in a slower fashion from 
forty to sixty. Official figures give the age group of four-
teen to eighteen years as committing 2.5 per cent o:f all 
crimes, eighteen to twenty-four as being responsible :for 25 
per cent, and twenty-four and-::alhgye ·for the remaining. The 
crimes committed by the first group are almost entirely theft; 
• in the second group there is a great variety, but hooliganism 
is predominant; in the third class are found all kinds of 
law-breaking. 
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The term nhooliganismn is un:familiar.to us andre-
quires a brie:f explanation. It covers a multitude o:f crimes. 
I:f one suddenly strikes a passer-by on the street without 
cause, such an act is hooliganism. Unmotivated acts, or deeds 
-· 
not logically accounted :for might define the term. The charge 
corresponds roughly to our fldisorderly conductn, except that 
the acts committed may. be o:f a more- serious nature. 
In a comparison o:f the crimes committed by male and 
:female transgressors, one notes that the female is responsible 
for more minor crimes than the male. In one type o:f crime, 
hooliganism, the male is in the majority with a percentage of 
27.4 as c.ompared with 2. 8 :f.or :females; :but in _all. other groups 
the woman is :far in the lead._ 
In crimes carrying sentences o:f more than one year, 
ho.wever, the men take the lead again. A table taken :from 
Vishinsky's volume shows clearly to what point women exceed 
11 
in crime. 
Length o:f sentence 
Up to 3_months 
From 3 to 6 months 
From 6 months to a year 
From 1 year to 2-years 
From 2 years to 3 years 
From 3 years to 5 years 
From 5 years to 10 years 
Per cent. 
' of -male 
8.7 
11.6 
16.8 
21 .. 1 
13.6 
).,4.6 
12.6 
Per cent. 
o:f female 
18.3 
20.1 
21.0 
17.1 
11.1 
7.9 
4.5 
As is to be expected, the social composition o:f the 
e criminal group in the USSR differs :from that o:f the .capitalist 
countries. In the crimes committed against the state the 
guilty.are laegely those o:f_the bourgeois and Kulak classes 
ll A.J'. VishinskY .-nFr_om_Pr_isons to Educational Institutionsn 
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who still struggle against the· socialist order. The workers 
constitute the major portion of' persons committing other types 
(· ~ of' crime. Prof'essor Gernet divides them into owners of' pro-
perty or employers, and workers. In thef't we have a 12.2 per-
centage f'or the first class, and 21.9 f'or the second; the cor-
responding f'igures.f'or banditry are .8 and 1.7; for .murder 
1.6 and 2.4; for hoDliganism 9.3 percent for the first and 
11.4 per cent f'or the second. The situation is reversed in 
regard to crime against the person, wherein the first group 
12 
has a percentage of.l0.5 and the 7.1. 
There is some substantiation of the theory of the 
economic basis of' crime in the fact that the curve for crime 
and unemployment fall and rise together. Russia claims to 
have no unemployment problem now, but there are some who do 
not want to work. In every country an idle hand is always to 
be found. The USSR also has her misfits, dregs and those who 
f'all by the wayside for a variety of causes. It is from this 
group that a large part of the poviet Union's criminals come. 
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM IN THE SOVIET UNION 
THE COURTS 
The evolution of the Russian courts to their pre-
sent form represents one of the most interesting developments 
in the country. It has been the aim of the Soviet regime to 
12. Cf. M. Gernet, ncrime Abroad and in the USSR"; p.l67 
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-have the working c+ass take part in carry~ng out the laws o£ 
the land. As early as 1918 Lenin expressed the principle 
4lt that every citizen must be placed in such conditions that he 
will be able to take part in discussing the laws of the state, 
in the choosing of his representatives, and in the carrying 
out of the laws of the state. The Communists claim that theii 
policy of political education has moved steadily toward the 
fulfilment of this plan. The use of jurors and the method of 
' 
their annual selecti~n, which strives to bring a great number 
into jury service, furnish a means whereby active participa-
tion in the administration and discussion of' laws is being 
carried out. Another is the use of comradely courts conducted 
by the people of the village or factory. 
Two recent events have increased greatly the res-
ponsibility of the courts in the establishment of strict le-
gality. The first was the meeting of the first ft~l-Union Con-
ference of ·Jurors in April, 1934, which brought forward many 
recommendations seeking to attain a higher quality of work on 
the part of the courts, prosecution, and correctional labor 
institutions. It recommended openness in all trial proceed-
ings; and emphasized again the necessity of constructive sen-
tences. It placed responsib.\lity for crime prevention on its 
courts. The tribunal has not only the.duty of pronouncing 
~ sentence of guilt on a person, but it must also discover the 
reasons for the circumstance of the crime. It is one of the 
fundamental principles of the administration of Soviet crimi-
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nal law that the responsibility for the fullness and correct-
ness of both investigation and verdict in the course o:f the 
:~ trial rests on the court, and it may take any action on its 
own initiative to secure such ends. 
The second·act of sign.1:ficance was.the reorganiza-
tion of the OGPU by the formation of the Commissariat of Rome 
Affairs. The OGPU was incorporated into the All-Union Peo-
ple's Commissariat of Home Affairs as the Adniinistration of 
State. Safety, and its judicial functions have been abolished. 
The significance of this is apparent. Gases once disposed of 
by this organization now pass through the courts, and the pop-
ular pictures the world held· of secret midnight trials will 
have to be lai4 aside. Russia advanced another sroep in the 
administration o:f criminal law. 
Therefore, as an imp.ortant instrument i~ the accom-
plishment of the socialist society which is the goal of the 
people, the function of the court is first to subdue the ene-
mies that would undeFmine progress towards this goal, and se-
cond to aid in giving discipline and control to those o:f the 
working class who are not strong enough·on their own account. 
Added to that, it is an organ of prevention. 
The People's Court is at the very bottom of the ju-
dicial system. Its jurisdiction may include any case against 
- property or person not calling for a death sentence, although 
actually the more serious cases go to the higher courts. It 
has additional functions, being a member of the observation 
ol 
commission which superv~ses the correctional labor policy at 
the local penitentiary or correctional labor institution. It 
has an administrative function, also, whe:p. the judge decide<S 
whether the eW:idence ga"tp.?red in-a preliminary investigation 
is sufficient to warrant court proceedings. 
The People's Court is presided over in trials by a 
judge and two jurors who have most of the responsibilities and 
rights of the judge,_ and may, therefore, be called co-judges. 
The judges are elected by the local Soviet and may be recalled 
for sufficient cause either by the same body or by the_ Commis-
sar of .Justice.- This provision for impeachability is one of 
the· fundamental principles of organization o;f the Soviet r-,:'--:;,_-
courts. 
The judges of these lower courts are members o:f the 
working class. The qualifications of the office are that, in 
addition to being !rom among the laborers, the judge must have 
a record o:f two years of responsible work instate or workers' 
and peasantst_trade unions, or partyorganization of the work-
ers, or of three years of practical work in organs of Soviet 
justice in the capacity at.least of judicial_investigator. 
T1;le jurors are elected by factory cqnuniit~ees, Red 
Army sections, and village Soviets. There are no specific 
qualifications except the right to vote. But there is the re-
e striction that any person expelled from a social or profession 
al organization for a disgraceful offense or conduct, loses 
his right ·to become a juror :for three years thereafter. The 
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names of candidates .for jurors are posted and warranted ob-
jections may be presented to the election-committee. When 
e. the names of elected. -jurors are sent to the commission, the 
latter apportions them to serve in the various courts. 
During the six days of absence from work in the act 
of performing ·this duty, the worker retains his place and 
wage of employment. Althoughvthe jurors have no specific 
preparation .for their task, there are·co.n.ferences and evening 
classes which help acquaint them with the work. 
The second step in tl:le judicature leads us to the 
Regional Court. It supervises the work of the People's 
ju_dges., handles eases appealed from the lower court, and is 
a cour-t of original . jurisdicti_on for the more serious crimes. 
All cases o.f appeal_ are heard by three judges, but in cases 
of original jurisdiction there is the one judge and two co-
judges, just as in the lower court. 
The judges of the Regional Court are elected by the 
Regional Executive Committee .from a list _o.f names submitted 
by the Commissar of Justice .. Their termo:f office is one 
year. Their qualifications call .for service in a judicial 
capacity for a period of three years in a position not lower 
than the People's Court. 
There is next in. the systEH!l the SUpreme Courts of 
the. seven republics which act both as organs of judicial con-
trol .for all courts of the territory, as courts of appeal 
from the lower courts, and of courts of ~riginal jurisdiction 
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in more serious cases. Th~ judges of these courts are elect-
ed by the Central Executive Cominittees of the respective re-
publics. 
The Supx:eme Court of the USSR is at the. top of' the 
judicial system. This is the organ of highest judicial su-
pervision acting as a court of appeals mf., all cases from the 
various lower courts •. Its judges are elected by the Central 
Executive Committee of the USSR for a o~e year term; they 
must have had at least three years' service as judges of the 
Peop:j.ets Court •. Only for the most_ important cases in the 
Union is the Supreme Court pf the USSR a court of original 
jurisdiction. One such case :familiar to.most of us was the 
Metropolitan-Vickers case in which a. group of Englishmen 
were accused of sabotage. 
Mention is last given to the village public courts 
and the comradely courts of factories. These courts are of, 
by, and for the people. At a meeting of the workers of a 
given village a chairman and ten or more members are elected 
to s~t as a court •. These comradely courts are free from any 
judicial rules. They are under the supervision of the Peo-
ple t s Courts; their purpose ,is to_ encpurgge the interest of 
large masses of people in handling such violations of laws 
as occur in factory or village. Among such problems would be 
found indolence, drunkenness,. violation o:f labor discipline, 
and disorganization of production in the factory._ The penal-
ties imposed include public censure with announcement in the 
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wall-newspaper, public warning, limited fines, and temporary 
eJC.pulsion from the trade union. 
A review of the basic principle-s of' organization of 
the Soviet Courts wil.;L ·bring this discussion to .• an end. In 
the first place~ t4e administration of justice is in t~e hand 
of the workers. . The judge.,s are popularly elec.ted and held 
accountable before the electors •. Secondly, the judges are 
representatives of the workers and are called upon to.carry 
out the policy of the.working class. This emphasizes the con 
cept of class distinction prevalent not only in the govern-
ment, but also in the administration of' justice in the USSR. 
It must, moreover,. be remembered that judges are impeachable. 
A third-principle is the process oftrial under the supervi-
sion of a body of tbree.people, one judge and two.co:-judges, 
a system which assures the majority to the people's jurors. 
THE PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE 
The functions, of the prosecution in the Soviet U-
nion are quite different from those in ow. country. The pro-
secutor does not have agil.amorous. role iJJ.~ the Russian judi-
• • i l 
cial trial. He, as we;Ll as the defending attorney, is a mere 
assistant to the court, aiding it in getting at.the truth of 
the affair before them. The lack of importance of the prose-
cutor is demonstrated by his .frequen.t qbsence .from the trial 
in the People t s· Court. It is not usual in this lower tri_bu-
nal for eitber prosecutor or defense lawyer to be in atten-
dance._ __ al t.h.Qu_gh_. at_ times.. they do appear. But there is no 
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place in tne ~ystem fa~ the ingenious display of a game of 
wits between att_orneys;. as there is neither a jury such as 
ours, nor anyone upon whom an-emotional impression couldbe 
made. There is really no great need in the.ordinary ~cases 
for an attorney on either side. The court has both the power 
and responsibili:ty to see that all evidence is placed before 
it. The story is unraveled,;_ the witness tells the tale with-
out instructions- to answer nyesn or nnott to questions put to 
him. The trial takes the form of an informal narrative, in-
terrupted by pertinentquestions by judge or jurors.or other 
parties to .the . .case. 
What, then, are the ;ftmctions a:f the prosecutor? 
. 13 
The following list o.f.duties·is cited by Dr. Calcott. 
(l) To supervise on behalf of the State 
the legality o:f the actions of all administra-
tive organs; economic institutions, pub.lic and 
private organizations,.andprivate persons, by 
instituting . criminal pro~eeding.s against guilty 
persons and by protesting against decisions in-
fringin~ upon the laws. · · · · 
(2) To observe directly-the activites of 
investigation organs, criminal ::Lnquiry orgp.ns, 
and also.the activity of organs of OGPU. 
(3) To prose.cute in court. 
(4) To see to the proper,. treatment o:f. in-
mates in homes of correction. 
It is interesting to examine tb.e duties of the pro-
secutor in preparing and conducting a case at trial. When 
,the militia or any other agents present.material evidence of 
crime, the prosecution begins t9. :fu'nctioh •. · . Whi~e the proceed 
ings are in the preliminary stage, theposition of the prose-
_13. M. Callc_ott,__ "Russian, Justice", p:. 132 
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cution is quite different frqm what j.t·is J..ater. -He is now 
concerned with learning-_ the truth of the situation and not 
with tt.fastening tt guj). t .·upon someone for an act of which the 
latter may be inno,ce:p::t but for_ which there- neve:rtb.eless, must 
be a conviction. _ ThUs,_-- in. the preliminary· examination he is 
not an accuser. He ;Ls in full charge and the chief of all 
that takes place. He does not see!( evidence of- guilt at _this 
time any more than h~ attempts _ to_ establish innocence .. _ . He 
gathers all available data and .. then makes his dec~sion as to 
whether or not the case is to go on. _ Once :P.e ha-s. co:tne to the 
conclusion that the indictment is suf.ficiently.well founded 
and the accused becomes.thede.fendant ip._ the judicial trial, 
his position is changed. 
He is now tne -pros~cutor intthe trial. :He. believes 
the defendant guilty and urges some measure of pU!lishment -in 
his_ sp~ech. ___ But so intent is he still on obtaining justice 
that he may_cease his Pr9secli:tuion if he decides that he has 
niade an error in the preliminary examination._ It isohis duty 
not only to do this.b1,1t also to. convince the .court that he is 
correct in his action. 
If the court is to fulfill the slogan of the Social 
ist .State in providing- equalitr o.f o.pportu.ni ty and priv-ileges 
to all, then the rights of' the defendant must be protected. 
Adequate aid must be giv:en to the accused., The Advo.cacy Act 
of 1922 created the ncollegiumn oflawyers, making its mem-
bers responsible for the legal.- aid of the party held for 
_-_ __ow--- - -- ~ -- -
--~~---~--,,-------------------~-- ----- -- -------------~----------------
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tr~al. No ~awyer _may P,~ten<i iil court unless l;le is a member 
of' the trc9llegiiunlf or bar.. The qualilications required of' 
the memb~rs consist of. a· higher jU);_idical. education. or the 
-successfuL cmnpleti<>n--of' ·a prescrib~g(_.ex_~mination and at 
least two years'. servic~ ·in a jud·ici9-ry position within_ the 
" - -· - -
. - . 
Soviet Union. ; The_ col].egiiun ha$ no. autnori ty ove:p_ the tees 
. - -
to be paid by clients.- That.lies in the hands of' the, Commis-
sariat of·Justj..ce:, which sets up a, :fee: schedule dependent u-
pon the complexity o:f -the case aiJ.d the ability of the defend-
ant to ,Pay. The poor are defended without charge,,while 
workers pay a small fee. 
Provision of' defense ip. court·is.not the only func-
tion of' the-members-of the co~legium. They visit factories 
and other centers,: delivering lectures on law and acquainting 
the masses·with.their legal rights and duties. SUch activity 
s-erves as a means of' p~eventi~ crime since it acquaints the 
individual citizen with the law and simultaneously emphasizes 
the advantages of' its observance. 
In harmony.with the desire-of' the state to, protect 
the people, the lawprov~desspecif'ically that on all occa-
sions when a prosecutor appears-for th.e. ptate" there 111ust al-
so he a counsel f'or the defendant. -If the latter has not 
been able to obtain one o;r,> is unable to.pay, the- court ar-
ranges the appointment of' a._ cop.nsel f'or him. Once the defens 
counsel is in charge of' the-case, he maysee his client as 
often as b,edesires .for as long as is necessary, w;Lthout the 
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presence o:f any attendant._ -He: has the right to advise the 
defendant_ dur~ng tll.a entir_e t:r:Lal. : He has th~ right to the 
last word and he- not oniy lp.akes "the __ fi-p.a;l ple_a but he ques-
tions wi~fi~sses a:fter-theprosecution. 
Tne defendant.himself, has specific rights and 
saf~guards .. First~ .there is the matter of the, preliminary 
trial~ _A ·susp~ct.may _pe k.ept in custody by the militia no 
-
longer than twenty-foUl". hours 1lnless the ;Pro$.e_cl;itor gives 
pEfrmission :f()l.'_ the- man to be .. held. Within :fourteen. days 
there must be eithe~ release qr sufficJent evidence tohold-
him. Nor may he be kept in {jail while his trial is-put off 
:from day to day._ ':rhe:maximum time permitte¢1. :for theprelimi 
nary work and the actual-commencement o:f trial is one month. 
In the meantime,_ the- accused will have secured_ his c.ounsel. 
In one monthts time a public trial is held. The 
public trial is one ofthe principles o:f criminal procedure 
in the Soviet courts. _Through publicity the: Russians-hope t 
accomplish both the_education o:f the people. and. the control 
o:f · the court by them. - As th_e_ case_ opens, :the presiding judg 
explains to the. defendant_ his rights to make use- of al1 the 
material, to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and tomak 
any statement he desires at any stage o:f the trial. These 
things he may do even though he is repres-ented by- counsel, 
for the state believes it is to its own interest to see that 
the accused has every ppportunity to be treated :fairly. One 
cannot fail to be impressed with the :fact that sineere at-
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tempts are_made to·c:~.dminister:justice in the court procedure 
of the USSR. 
REHABILITATION BY PRODUCTIVE WORK 
The· policy· of the Sovi-et government. in the :treat-
- - . ~.- - - -
ment of prisoners has won wide acclaim .fro;m critics here and 
. ""'- -- - - .. --
abroad. M. He;rrio:t of .. France, on visiting the :Kharkoy 
. 
Commune, declared, nr am: not a ·cmnmunist.· I am an old man, u 
and then launched into warm praise of the system in use t:P,er. 
Sherwood Eddy describes it aB being trin many respects the 
most humane, the most- scieO:tifie and the most successful of 
> 15 . . 
any in the world.tt According·to JohnL •. Gillin it is nthe 
most forward_ looking in the world,. a daring_ experiment in 
.· 16 
penology deserving most careful study." After visiting 
Russia D. N. Pritt, K.c., of England said with·regard to 
prisons: UEverything that Russia hasrecently done is what 
English reformers have preached .for years with unflagging 17 . 
courage." 
What is the nature of this. system which inspires 
words of such great.praise from these men? As we have al-
ready learned, confinement in Russia has no punitive purpose. 
Its aim is rather to reform erring.individuals and prevent 
their doing harm to society. Hence, prisons become correc-
14.Quoted by M. Callcott, nRussian Justice"; p.l59 
15 .. Sherwood Eddy, "Russia Todayn_,.p.79 
16 • .Jerome Davies, "The New Russiafl_,pp!"236,240 
17.D.N. Pritt, "Twelve Studies in Soviet Russia", p.l75 
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tional i_nstitut:Lons _with a program intended to influence the 
wrong- doer in three basic cdire_ctions. - ,First, he fs taught 
-
to perform- socj:alJ.,y useful work.- Secondly; he is ed:ucated 
politically, and finally-he "is enliou;r-aged·to participate in 
the public_activities o.f the ot[J.e:r: prisoners. 
In practice these three methods o~ inf'luence-are 
carried out in the . following fashion.-__ -The convict works un-
~ . . 
der the same conditions and with the same-protections that h 
would enjoy in outside labor •. _ His hours are seven or eight 
a day depending -up·on the nature of his wor~,~ and he is grant 
ed weekly a forty-two hour rest period~ One of the most con 
s.tructive features o:f this _labor -is_:that it forms a :part o:f 
_ the Five-Year Plan. _ The prisoner -who is constantly reminded 
of this knows that a part o:f the success o:f the Five-Year 
Plan depends on the quality and intensity o:f his p:r:oduction. 
He is _ made to _ feel that he labors. on a par with workers out-
side, that he is useful in_the_economic plan o:f the nation. 
This spurs him on to do hi s share. Some of the prisoners go 
further. They :form themselves ·into shock-brigades and try t 
exceed their scheduled output_. The. morning af'ter the State 
Planning Commission sends the schedule to the prison :factory, 
the shock-brigades meet and draw up a counter schedule. I.f 
they succeed in,increasing the output, they continue to 
strive to increase it still .further. -Should th~y :fall behin 
their schedule, they assemble to discuss the causes which up 
set their plan. I:f the cause happened to be a delayed deliv-
II 
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ery of' raw ma-teria1 from another-department, ·the shock-briga-
diers lodge a complaint to the management, so that necessary 
steps can be taken to ha,sten delivery_; .In short, the shock-
brigades make it' thei.r duty t·o carry out --t!le schedule as effi-
ciently and rapiqly a,s.possible in order to accelerate the fur-
ther development of the 'country. · 
The workers in institutions receive. wages, for there 
• is no unpaid labor . in the Soviet . system.: However, they do not 
receive as high a salary as the regular free laborer, but nei-
ther are their expenses as_great. They pay no fee for mainte-
nance! No restrictions.are made regarding the spending of 
their earnings. They,may purchase extra food or clothing, or 
the income may be used to support their.families • 
. Labor is not. compu.l.sory.. A prisoner may or may not 
work and still receive ma.inte:na}lee. Practically none are idle, 
however, since refusal to work entailsthe loss of most privi-
leges. 
Education is the second principle stressed in the 
policy of correctional institutions. Although the teaching of 
principles-of goverbment and economics is considered foremost 
in importance, the_ elimination of illiteracy is the essential 
function of the schools present in every state institution. 
Advanced courses are provided for the more educated prisoners 
and even university classes are held in the evening for those 
wishing to attend. Comprising the educational staff are both 
teachers from outside and some selected from qualified inmates. 
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In addition, the prison administra;tors frequently invite lec-
turers who discuss subj_ec~ts ()f a.:s-pecialized nature.. Admissio 
to these lecture_s is _open to all: without r_estriction .. 
Prisoners are no-t merely urged to take advantage of 
the libraries and reading-~ooms found in each labor colony; 
the allotment of a definfte amount of time to books, newspaper 
--
- and periodicals is obligatory. 
One- of the most interestl.ng; ph.ases of the education-
al program is the encouragement of cr-eative art work under the 
supervision of the cultural club.. Convicts wrl.te and produce 
_their own plays, stage concerts and hold entertainments. This 
-work does a great deal fo~ the creation and maintenance o:f 
comradely spirit among ·the inmates. 
The purpose of' the- correct.ional institutions is rea-
lized most fUlly in the _-vocational training which is offered. 
Courses are given in the most varied of trades.andbranches of 
craftsmanship. The unskilled worker is here transformed into 
a man equipped with specialized information and skill in a par-
ticular line. As soon as he leaves the institution, a positio 
is waiting for him, for nowhere -in the worlQ. is there such 
great demand :for skilled workers as in the Soviet Union. The 
following figures are given by the People's Commissariat of 
Justice, showing how the number of prisoners in the profession-
al school has increased. In 1931 the polytechnic classes con-
tained 77,_000 prisoners _in the RSFSR._ Of these, 6,500 finished 
the course in six to eighteen months •. At the end of 1932 more 
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·than 10,000 further_prisoners were turned out as qualified 
workers~ By 1934, 24,()00,.prisoners had received. technical 
18 
.. training. The -Soviet ·Gove!'nm~nt is convinced-- that salvation 
- -
··for the individual .... lie~ in. this direction.. Every man and woma 
sentenced .for law~breaking must b_e so .fitte4 to earn a liveli-
hood that he will be less likely to transgress again. 
The promotion of' public ·activities among the prison--
ers accounts for some o.f the most valuable rehabUitation work 
done in the correctional institutions. It helps develop and 
strengthen the social consciousness o.f the individ-ual •. It 
changes him from anantt-s:ocial being to an active and useful 
. . 
member o.f society. Many instruments aid in this reformation.· 
There is .first the general meeting. This may b:e held .for a 
variety of reasons: the .formation of ·social organizations, the 
election o.f a representative; or the celebration o.f a revolu-
tionary event. The prisoners establish their own rules 91' pro-
cedure and make whatever proposals are appropriate._ Tlfe gener-
al meetings take.care of.all interests common to the entire 
group. To smaller sp.ecialized groups are left the activities 
connected with more limited interests. For example, the pro-
duction club holds conferences wherein are settled all ques-
tions relating to production. The m_embers discuss improvements 
in the industrial plan, quota fulfilment, financial matters or 
~ any other problem logi~ally related to production. This pro-
cedure helps to stimulate interest in socially useful channels, 
.arouses a sense of responsibility and awakens recognition of 
lB.L~ von K;qe;r-ber nsoviet Russia Fi hts Crimen p.ll 
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one's individual value. 
One of the most .outstanding achievements in regard 
to the activities among the inmates is -the_development of the 
comradely courts. This court consists solely: of prisoners" 
has as its duties the maintenance of order., :the supervision of 
educational work and the administration ofodisciplinary mea*' 
sures. It judges all house offenses such-as shirl}ing of work 
or lessons., damaging of shop equipment.,laxity in observance 
of sanitary and health regulations., use of indecent language 
and destruction of books .. 
The court is composed of a chairman and two jurors 
elected at a general meeting. The pepalties which they impose 
19 
are as follows: 
~~l ~:~~~:~d •-3 Censure with strict warning. 4 Censure with publication in local news-
papers.. -. _ 
~5) Limitatioh of visits by fr:i.ends from 
outside for a period of' notmore than one month. 
( 6) Application to_ supervisory cammi ttee ·-
for tran,s.fer to another prison with a stricter 
regime. .. · . . 
. (7) Application for withholding all proba-
tion., and early release during a certain period 
of not more than one month after maturing. 
(8) Application for w~tbholding.vacation •. 
(9) Application for e~ther part~al or com-
plete non-:-discounting- of working~day,s. 
(10) Restitution of damage done~ 
Should the court judge the offender too severely., the warden 
has the power of altering the penalty. 
Wall-newspapers are a feature of the USSR with which 
19. M. Callcott., nRussian Justicett., p.l72 
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most of' us are :familiar. _They- are to be .fotthd in all .factor-
ies, all institutions, and ~very labor camp. In the prison 
they carry news of political or-educational nature, items o.f 
interest to pris-on life and grievances the prisoners have 
--
found with the ,factory, the offi.cials and their comrades. 
Their criticisms are subject to the censorship o.f the wall-
,; 
newspaper editorial board, a body compoi'fed entirely of prison-
ers e;t.ected to this position·at the general meetings. Every 
criticism that is any way justifiable is accepted .for publica-
tion. I.f no notice is.taken of these criticisms, they appear 
again in stronger form-in the next -issue. In most cases o.f-
.ficials take them seriously, expacially as they are subject to 
inquiries by the People's Commi-ssariat of Justice. The .follow 
ing examples, chosen from Miss Von Koerber's Book, nsoviet Rus 
sia Fights Crime", illustrates the types of criticisms found 
in prison wall-newspapers. Before presenting the criticisms, 
the author makes this statement: rtin the selection which fol-
lows, I have intentionally chosen v·ery sharp criticisms, in or-
20 
der to show how freely the prisoners express their opinions.n 
Sokolniki Prison Wall-newspaper, September 1932 
WHO HOLDS UP THE WORK OF THE HERCULES 
FACTORY 
The machine repair:shop holds up the wor~~Qf the 
Hercules .factory, as·the parts o.f the machines ordered 
are not delivered on_ time. One department has had to 
stop work.for soll1e days.because therewere no screws. 
The mechanic has demanded them three times, and last 
time Comrade Korubussin went himself',. but with no re-
-240 
20.L.von Koerber, "Soviet Russia Fights Crime"~pp.225-
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sul t. Such thing_s cannot continue.- -We await a 
definite answer. - · 
nTHOSE-WAITING.tt 
Taganka Wall.,....newspaper~ Septemb~r 19.32 
- DISGRACEFUL BEHAVIOUR OF SO-CALLED 
SHOCK-BRIGADIER -
The worker, Vlasov, is very careless.. His 
bench is always untidy,_and he never puts it tidy 
when he has finished work. He scarc~ly bothers 
about the schedule and the quality o.f hi.s work means 
nothing to him •. The_ only thing that concerns him is 
that his day's work is counted, and he "spits one-
very else"-. He has even.said as IIItlch.. The examingng 
.commission should. bear this in mind.. · 
ITA WOB.KER.tt 
Shock.,...brig-adier trooper Kusniezov is the hero of 
the day. He is so lazy that he has developed sleep-
ing-sickness. -He sleeps like a log -and cantt get up 
in time to go to work punctually. When one tries to 
wake him.,-one only hears snoring under the balnkets. 
There is acRussi.an proverb which says:· nwork is not a 
bear, it won't even-run into.the woods"; but you, 
Kusniezov, where will you run_ to? 
11 IVAN" 
From the Wall-newsp~per, n Speed· and Quali tytr, 
Sverdlovsk, _25 August 1932 
Work amongst the iLliterate- and fuhe uneducated 
in Sverdlovsk prison has, sofar,•been-insu.fficient. 
In .July, only ,four hours' work was done. There is no 
statement of the number of illiterates a:n.d insu.ffi-
ciently educated •. The political education department 
of the prison man!ilgementha.s d:raWn..the attention of 
the activists to sabotage against the carrying. out of 
this most important task. As a result an examination 
was held. It then appeared. that in all the prisons 
there were 170 illiterates. The leaders of the groups 
were elected, .. proper working conditions were arranged 
and the necessary school b.ooks procured.. But this 
reform did not last long. · The most influential of' the 
illiterates--Bierdinski,_ Poschiakov, and others--often 
missed the les.sons and undermined. the enthusiasm of 
the rest. Those who have been sabotaging the fight a-
gainst illiteracy were turned over to the comrades' 
court, which examined their guilt, and punished them 
by withdrawing their prospects of early release. The 
decision of the comrades' cour~ has been of assistance. 
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Work among the illi te.ra te ~ ts now proceeding. 
Taganka, September 1932 
A FEW WORDS ABOUT.THE DENTIST 
Three days ago I went to the. dentist. The 
senior of our group· put me· on the register but I 
got no attention. J have toothache and beg the 
editorial to help ;me. 
trSIKORSKI" 
The· editor of the wall-newspaper is not. under the 
supervision o-f any official. - N9 one i·.P allowed to open the 
letters sent to him. , Thus :Ls th~ anonyrni_:t:y o;f_ the writer as-
sured. 
All possible privileges are granted to.the man de-
prived of his liberty. In ac~ordance with the principle. that 
no condition designed to degrade the convict may be permitted; 
penal authorities forbid the pract:t.ce .of corporal punishment, 
the use of chains, deprivation o:t food,. and so.li:ta:ry confine-
ment. Prisoners wear, their ·o~ clothes, may talk fr.eely, 
smoke and walk about. anywhere they wish in the labor colonies. 
They may write and re.ceive letters without restrictions. For 
the man who has proved himself'a good. worker, a leave of' four-
teen days in the year is granted: He may go wherever he likes 
on this vacation and his good behavior is.placed entirely OIJ. 
his honor. A prisoner may .obtain a leave at any tim.e in case 
of' an emergency .. 
The peasant or c.o;;Llecti ve farmer is granted still 
more liberal terms. · Should 1:ie b§: needed for field l;abor, he 
is given a leave for the ful~ three-~onths period of the sea-
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son. If he breaks no law during this leave?- the _three months 
are deducted from- his,. sentence • 
• , In addition to receiving this leave and vacatfuon, 
the prisoner may shorten his time-of sentence if he wishes .. 
This is made possible_ first by the prac.tice of_ counting two 
days' productiya work equivalent to three days' detention. 
Secondly, the ObservationComm:Lttee judge.when a prisoner is 
fit to oe rcestored to soci_ety_, after he has served the minimum 
one-third, of his sente:p.ce. __ 
It appears that every_policy_practiced in the insti-
tutions is directed towardsrehabil;ttationp.f the prisoner. 
This is the expre~sed.purpose of the Soviet Penal system. How 
well it has accoliJ.plished this. goal· may he illustra_ted in a 
description of theBolshevo labor commune. 
THE BOLSHEVO COMMUNITY 
Bolshevo is a large village, a co~unity of hardened 
young criminals who are there to make a new start in life .. 
How and why did this community originate?-
At the end o.f the Civil War and during-the Volga fa-
mine, wandering hordes of children, copfirmed i:tl. criminal ha-
bits, presented a very grarv:e problem to the government. author-
ities. What was to be done with these children between the 
~ ages of .fourteen and sixteen? The authorities . .feared to put 
them in the:pr:tsons-lest this treatment make them even_ worse; 
They could not be-placed in children's institutions since they 
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were_ too. far advanced in crime. and,_. thus·, a sou.rc~ of danger 
to the ·childr~n al~eady there. 
In tl:ie midst of this perplexity:;, the groping for 
some plan, Feiix D~er.zhinsky_, the orig:j..nal head of the GPU of-
. . -~ 
.fered a solution, namely, the Bolshevo. Labor Cominune. In 1924 
the GPU established this insti-tution for young delinq11ents. 
At first there were great difficulties. Some of the 
children accustomed to s,t~aling could not b;reak, away from the 
habit. A crucial moment appet:tred when,. ~eve:r-aL youths attemp-
ted to rob the store:-house. _ They we~~- cqugb,t and. the di_rector 
was faced with the problem of how to punish them.· Mino;r_pun-
ishments, such as had been inflicted until then,. would be of 
no value in this case. The use of f'o:rce, on the other hand, 
might lead_ to open revolt.· Then at a public meeting, one of 
the teach-ers suggested the bold measure of entrusting the keys 
to the boys. The. success of this measure., was apparent immedi-
ately after its adoption. For the first time in their lives 
the young people were trusted.; what a contrast t.o their expec-
tations! Instead of receiving blows_, ·suffering. deprivation of 
food, being isolated,_pUJ:l:i_shed, harshly mishandled, the incred 
ulous youngsters,enjoyed-complete freedom. The boys were told 
they could leave if they wished; but if they desired to become 
educated, useful men, let them stay l;lere where they will re-
ceive help. About sixteen percent of these wild,_undiscipline 
young- criminals. did leave. But many returned and asked to be 
taken back. So new and thri_llil).g a feeling was this that they 
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anxiously strived to cooperate with the authorities. 
The young ex-criminals_ were soonpermitteq to es:tab 
lish a system of self-government in the colony. They elect 
several commissions to take charge of various departments and 
the chairmen of all commissions form a body of their own call-
ed the Conflict Commission. This Commission decides upon dis-
ciplinary measures_ and penalties for infringement ofrui1es. 
Serious cases,. however, are referred to the democratic. genera] 
assembly of the, members of the-. commune. Five older officials 
act as friendly advisors in this. self-governing community. 
There are also eighteen teachers~ instructors in various trade 
trades. 
Bolspevo is located in, a beautiful pine woods about 
two hours' motor ride· from Moscow. There are np armed guards, 
no walls, no tences, no guns,. nomeans of_ confinement for the 
boys to be seen. It appears to be a great industrial village. 
The inmates have a largefarm, trade schools, machine sh<:>ps, 
a metal workshop, and huge factories where sports articles 
are ·made. These articles.--skis, skates,- boxi11g gilloves, foot-
balls, tennis rackets, sport shoes-:-are famed for their excel;.~, 
lent quality. _A town and a· community, are-being_ constructed a-
round. the colony in which the young men may settle permanent-
ly, if they so desire, at the expiration of their sentences. 
- . 
- Apart from new build:i,ngs, the colony is. al:most .self~t:;upporting 1 
Each man is allowe.¢1. to choose someocongenial cir useful for-m of 
~~bor. All are paid wages ·according to their skill,. with an 
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average wage the equi valertt ·of over fifty dol.lars a month. 
The directors. and_ some: of the_ instructors receive more than 
. two hundred a month. Af-ter three years t:b.e wor-ker is admitted 
to the trade· union and restored to full citizens_hip. . He may 
then have the .coveted. honor o:r entering the CoiJl!Ilunist. :Party. 
Maxim Gorky re_ports that b~tween 1927 qnd 1931,.163 inm9,tes 
had had their.civi1 and social_right~_restored bY: the Soviet 
authorities. Of these 163 per:;tons-17 had joined the Red Army, 
105 had become mebers of the,Gommunist Youthts league, and 11 
. 21 
had become members of the. Communist Party. 
Over a period of ten years .the eighteen original in-
mates have increased to over two thousand. The n_ew members 
have been carefully selected from the prisoners in other in-
stitutions by a SelectionColDl!litteecomposed of_inmates of 
Bolshevo. A record of ~ood l?ehavior in; the co;r-rectiona~ in-
stitutions qualifies the prisoner for transference to the col-
ony. Today_ there are over two hundred girls and women in the 
·community. About four hundred. inmates who are married~-:-choos­
ing a partner from the commune or outside--live in an apart-
ment house provided for them and their families. 
·The members of the colony have t:b.eir own savings 
bank and bank accounts. They have their own cooperative store 
and a multiplicity o_f organizations, ini;erest groups and cir- . 
ales. Over five hundred. belong to these circles. The l..atter 
consist of five bands and orchestras, a glee club, a dramatic 
21. M •. Gorky, "Labor Colonies of the oGpuu, p,.2l 
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club, voluntary educational 9la_s.se-s; _sports clubs and numerous 
ente.rtai:n.tnents. 
It will De interesting to joinMissvon Koerber in 
her visit to Bolshevo.- She j.s inspecting the colony accompan-
.. 22. 
ied by an inmate. 
We went along the wide streets of the colony and 
everywhere we met members-who gave the teacher a friend-
_ly greeting. Beautiful airy buildings, large gardens, 
and tennis courts, itall looked ideal. I wondered if 
the results were .. really so remarkable or was it only 
an illusion. • .. • - -
We went-into a piliock of flats •• ~ .A mother with her 
children ro1lnd <ner sat on a bench by the door. I want-
ed to see some ·of·· the .flats- and was- readily let i:ri. _ I 
noticed a· slender- youth. --
11Do YO'U. live here?" I·asked him. 
"Yes. Would you like to see my: flat?~ Unfortun-
ately my. wife. isn-'t here; sh~ is convalescing in the 
Crimea, but you sl:lall see our child. n 
In a fairly large room was a large bed. By its 
side was a white cot, and by ~he window there a baby 
,grand piano. I loo}ted more carefully at the young man; 
he had small,; clear-cut features and the delicate hands 
of an intellectual. I asked whether the piano belonged 
to the community and i.f he played. nNo,u he said, "we 
bought it for my wife. She plays." He answered as if 
it were the most usual thing in the world •. Then he 
took his two-year-old daughter on-his knee and told me 
of his life. 
Emil-Petrov:Ltch Kaminski had.had an unhappy youth. 
His mother died when he was a baby. ·His .father married 
again and his stepmother could not bear him. No one 
bothered about him• When his .father went to the war he 
was left to himself. He learnt nothing and at the age 
of ten he had already-got into bad company. There was 
no work for him during the civil war so he volunteered 
for the Red ~my, but was refused as he was under age. 
He wandered around doing nothing_, and at las_t joined a 
group of bank--note forgers, with whom he nworkedtt for 
.two years. He was arrested in 1925 and condemned to 
ten y~rs'. impri_sonment. Two years later the Bolshevo 
commission found him, at the age of twenty, and took 
him, into the. community. That was six years ago. 
22.L.von Koerber, nsoviet Russia Fights Crimen, pp.l06~ll2 
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- "How long do_ me:m"ber s stay __ here ?tt I _asked. 
- _ -
11 Do you mean·' how long shall. I- s_tay? . Many of us 
stay for. good. ·we have a-wiO:e f-iel~_ofactiv:ity and 
want to help ot_her 'incorrigibles '.. • T am an engineer. 
I was trained in the community techilieal school, and 
I want the community to have the benefit ot my work. 
Every member stays, from two t.o three years. _ I-t_ t-akes 
tna t time to- learn a trade and . to get on a firm foot-
ing-again. Today I am af'ree,man. ·My sentence has 
been wiped out., But it is no easy· matter. One is 
discharged at the end of three years, but the stigma 
ofhaving been in prison reiJla~ns~ :A year or two after 
dismissal,- the community appl:Les tO the government to 
have· the sentence remove.d from the records .. u- He added 
proudly: "Now I ~m a member. or the trade:tmion. tt _ 
The little,. girl. grew impatieht and begged her 
father to play with b.e:r~ so we got up to go and he 
showed us-to the door. · 
.-----_.; __ _ 
...... Then I waited for a young instructor, a .former 
·delinquent,- who wanted to-show me-a;r_ound._ He was 
called Alexander Artemovi tch Bironski, .·.and managed 
three community· houses of 200 men. He came punctual-
ly as arranged. 
-"Let u.S sit in the Red Corner," he suggested. 
11 Then we shall be able to talk undisturbed.,tt 
••••• He told me cheerfully,· and without a trace 
of remorse, .of his :v:aried life._ He. came from a, work-
er's family and was twenty-seven years old. ·He lost 
his father when he was two. His mother had to work 
and had little time to look after him •. At the age of' 
.four he was sent to his grandfather. He went to 
school and learnt easily .. When he was_ fourteen his 
mother took him to Moscow, where he.became an errand-
boy. This boring work did not please.him and he tried 
to f'ind amusement in the company of' friends •. One of' 
them was the son of' an inn-keeper, whose mother had no 
money and could neither-pay for cinema tickets nor 
sweets,_ so the children stole i!J- order to be able to 
enjoy the coveted pl~asures. . 
When he was fifteen he and his friends trained as 
pickpockets and led a life of' c~ime •. During _the Revo-
lution and the civil war they went on stealing undis-
turbed. No one had time to bother with stray children. 
Later on he was repeatedly arrested, and in 1920 he 
was put into a reformatory and then sent to prison. He 
escaped from everywhere. He dug a hole under the floor 
of his cell, and one time he climbed up the chimney~ 
He·was determined not to serve his sentence. 
I interrupted_ the·vivid story. "Did it never oc-
cur to you,".I said, nthat you might lead a different 
sort of life?n 
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rtYes, sometimes, when Thad stolen a lot in the 
trams, I thought: 'l?erhaps you will pe in prison a-
_gain to-nig}lt 1 ;. but as soon as. I was' d~inking with my 
comrades II'orgot every;thing.·Do you know, that if 
in those days anyone had told me I shquld ever live 
honestly and work, I should have spe1-t in his face. In 
· 1925 . I even said to the members of the community who 
wanted me to join: 'You W,us:tH:;:alJ..'.~:be mad to give up your 
· freedom .. ' I first joined the community in 1927, but I 
had no intention of_staying. I only wanted to have a 
look round. The first. seven months that I was here I 
always thought: 'I'll escap.e to-morrow'; and then in 
the evening I put it off. The machine kept me here. 
They had actually _given me one of the ~best machines, 
and I could not leave it. Otherwise it was very hard 
at the beginning. I was so bored. I missed my adven-
turous life and being a constant danger.n- -
"Did one of the instructors take special interest 
in you?" I asked. 
Alexander ran his hands through his fair hair: 
"Yes, Nikolayev. You spoke to him this morning. He 
has be~n he_re since_thebegi11ning and knows every one 
of us. He looked after each one. He never.spoke se-
verely to me; that would only have made me rebellious. 
He gave me the machine, and after seven months he grad-
ually began to interest me in communal work. I know 
that he asked every morning: 'Is he still here?' He 
was pleased when I threw myself into the work and did 
not notice hbw the time went.n 
He told -me''With obvious pride of' his many respon-
sible positions, and of his capacity for work. He had 
also invented something and had been given a bonus. He' 
made his way to the top in the shock-brigade work, in . 
competitions, in everything in fact, till they made him 
an instructor. 
After having visited this community,. one cannot but 
feel assured that a new humanity is truly being reclaimed in 
this Rehabilitation Colony of Bolshevo. 
SOKOLNIKI 
It cannot be said that all prisoners in the. USSR 
live in happy communi ties, _out in the open sunshine and sur-
rounded by beautiful pine woods. Well known is the fact that 
--- -·----, 
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the housing situation all ove;r- the. Soviet Union is acute.; the 
Russians say' that it is to b-e. expected that prisons also shar 
e · in this shortage. They have as yet been unable to erect as 
many of the new type of. correctio~l insti tut_ions as are need-
ed. Thus we find some prisons of Czarist days, .such as Sok.,... 
olniki, still being used. 
Shortage of buildings is not the only cause for the 
use of closed. prisons-~ - -Article 28 of the_. Criminal Code says: 
nrn exceptional cases,_ when the courtrecognizes that the per-
son condema.ed to three or_ more years imprisonme:J;l.t is obviousl 
U.nfi t for physical labor or owing to the d·egree of his social 
danger need not be sent to the corrective-labor camp, the 
court has the right to substitute a common prison for a camp 
. . 23 
by-specially decreeing so in its sentence." 
Sokolniki has the atmosphere of a penitentiary. 
Sur.round_~ng the building is a fifteen feet stone ·wall on which 
a soldier keeps watch day aqd night. Additional guards may be 
seen on duty about the court. Despite such appearances, how-
ever, this prison operates under· a policy identical to that of 
the labor communes. ·There is freedom of movement, (in this 
instance restricted within the wall, except during leaves); 
prisoners move about, sit on the benches or wander on the path 
at will. They talk freely to one another; they enjoy the us-
ual club activities and social interests. They assemble in 
general meetings, elect the various committees, and discipline 
23. Collection of Acts 193-0 No. 26 
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themselves in the comradely court.; 
There is work :for ·all- in the :factories and shops. 
The prisoners labor diligently and willingly :for they are a-
ware that they, too, participate i:n the successful comple-
tion o:f.the Planand actively aid the nationts economic life. 
Sokolniki_, as do the other institutions,.· exists only in order 
to awaken and ~develop the social -consciousness of' the inmates 
so that they may be released to society as use:ful citizens. 
Thus it is that although the building reminds one 
o:f the ordinary prison seen_everywhere. in the world, it is 
to be doubted whether the spirit which prevails in Sokolniki 
can be achieved in the penitentiaries·of many other count-
ries. The Soviet penal_ system tends rather to create new men 
than to manufacture professional criminals. 
THE JUVENILE DELINQUENT 
One o:f the most brilliant achievements o:f the Sov-
iet Union is in the sphere o:f ch;i.il:d and set him in the midst 
o:f the whole system, to occupy the first ~lace of regard, the 
chief consideration in everything. The Russians believe that 
children must be the chief consideration in every law and 
plan. They must have the b.est :m:Llk,_ the.most nourishing :food, 
the most humane and sc.ienti:fic care.- So much has been said 
and written on the care of the child in Russia. that it is un-
ne.cessary to elaborate here; nevertheless, it is striking to 
recall Sherwood Eddy's words: "No people in the world have a 
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greater natural wealth of affe-ction for their children than 
the Russians, and no system gives more recognition to their 
24 
importance." 
The concern and attention given to the delin~uent i~ 
the USSR is no less than that shown towards the normal "child. 
As a matter of fact, the policy of training the young lawbreak 
er c_annot be separated. from the general .plan of juvenile train 
ing. Whene;ver possible, the delinQ.t:l#nt.child issent to school~ 
which in.no way differ from those attended by the non-criminal 
child. His protec.tion and training .canstitute one of the upper 
most duties of practically every branch qf gov-ernment. 
ttThe Road to Lifen ~ a cinema familiar t.o us all, 
offers an excellent illustration both of the problem theBes-
prisornis (waifs and strays) presented to the soviet govern-
ment and the program used to reform them. It is interesting 
to know the cause for these bands of wandering children in 
Russia. 
During the civil war and the war of intervention; 
the soviet Union was in a constant state of unrest. There 
were English troops in the BakU oil-fields,_ .American and Jap-
anese in the Far East, German in the Ukraine, and Polish in 
White Russia. Added to tb.is, the country suffered the Volga 
famine in 1921. For_eight years Russia was in a state of cha-
(_/ os. Hundred_s of thousands of families had to take flight, 
II 
parents lost their children, children could not find parents 
in the crowds. It was inevitable that many a thousand became 
24. Sherwood Eddy, "Russia Todayn, p.lOO 
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wandering children. They crowded in the railway stations, 
- . . 
rode -the rails fr~m place to -plac_e, ·· congregated in any . avail-
able place, apprenti"ced thel_IU?elves to bandits and thieves, an 
were so depraved by street life that they beoame.most hardene 
criminals. 
Asearly as .January; 1918, only two months after th 
October Revolution, the g~vernment attempted to deal with the 
Besprisornis. The Council o:f People'sCommissars issued a de-
cree establishing Comm:f:ssions_:fo:r;- cases of mmnors. These com-
missions., with their powers g~eatl.y increased, exist now, alsg 
to take charge of juvenil_e delinquents. They were able to 
·- make but little progress in checking the vagrants until the 
end of the civil war in 1.921. In one year about 540,000 wan-
darers. were collected in the USSR. Children were snatched 
from the streets, stations, trains, and were taken to «collec-
tor", as the. homes established for their care by the GPU were 
called. Here they were bathed,_ dressed, fed, given mental and 
physical examinations, divided .into different categories, and 
then turned. over to the Commission for the Cases of Minors. 
The Commission is an educational organization not a 
children's court. Its task is to teach the juvenile delinquen 
to become socially useful; hence, the members. composing the 
Commission are chosen from those professions contributing ap-
propriately to this end. The chairman must be a capable tea-
cher experienced in dealing with children or with juvenile de-
linquents. In addition to the chairman, there is a member re-
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presenting the local department o:e public education,. a physi-
cian .from the locaLhealthdepartment; a judge .fro:rn the Peo-
pli' s Court, an lnvestiga tion _educator,. a member of' the Komso-
mol, a representativ-e of' the Society of' the Friends of' Child-
ren, and representative of' the local trade union organization. 
The Commission deals with cases of all delinquents 
between the ages of' eight and sixteen. Minors between the 
ages of' sixteen ~nd -eighteen are subject to the jurisdiction 
of the court; children under eight years of age are never 
called before the Commission. 
A few of-the measures 'taken in the cases of child-
ren up to sixteen are the following: 
1) Placing the child in the care of' a family. 
2) Providing a guardian for the child. 
3) Finding work for the child .. 
4) Returning the child to city of his birth. 
5) Placing the child in an educational institution. 
6) .· sending the child to -a:::m.edical or medico-pedagog-
ical institution. 
7:) Helping the child to join a children.Js club. 
8) warning the child. 
9) Placing the child in the care of an investigat-
ing educator. 
Although the cases of juvenile offenders between 
the ages of sixteen and eighteen are tried by the courts, the 
measures applied are very similar to those used for the young-
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er children. O~y when .the circumstances of' the crime con-
vince the court that these terms will be inadequate may the 
e minor be sentenced to depTiVa,t~on~ of' liberty. - The sentence is 
reduced, furthermore, t0 op.e~thlrd of what woulti beimposed on 
an adult committing _the-~same deed. A death sentence may never 
. -
be given toeither child oradult. 
At the_ time of their organization the institutions 
for delinquents,- while eci_ucat~onal in nature,_ were without a 
definite social goal_; :they were not adequately prepared or e-
quipped to change the,yo-q.ths into-productive and useful citi-
zens. At the present t;ime there is a network. of children's 
:homes leading the child from training-directly into the. in-
dustrial life of the USSR in such a manner, the Russians de-
clare, that no way is~ left open to his return to a criminal 
life. 
The Five Year Plan w;:i.th its extensive program of 
--industrialization and agricultural collectivization created 
a great need for trained w:orktnen._Thisurgent need provided 
those in charge of_ juvenile delinquents with a definite pro-
gram. Training took on a new purpose with. specific ends in 
view and with specified _jobs,tofill. The government wished 
the offenders to become active participators in the economic 
plan of the USSR. 
To_accomplisb.:this purpose, the childrents homes 
were merged with the factory apprenticeship schools attached 
to the factorie-S in cities. The homes iP. rural communities 
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were con)leet~d in li~e ma.@~.r with state .farms. Such associ-
ations afforded placesfqr trairiingskilledworkers. 
The direction of the homes lay in_the_ hands of the 
Commissariat of Education. - These homes are centers for the 
training of non-delinquent as well as the delinquent children. 
-Neither guards no,r coercive :methods are us~d. Their task is 
to ttcombine_teaching with-productive labor upon such a basis 
that the whole soc-ial p:roductive labor- of the P11Pils was to be 
subordinated to the academic and educational aims of the 
25 
_ school. n 
Fromthesa schools the youths mov~ .directly into the 
stream of factory workers and take their place in the produc-
tive life of the Union. 
There- is a second type- _of institution used for the 
child who.requ:i;res more restrictive treatment. Though it is 
likewise a system o:f schools connected with the .factories and 
state farms similar to-the .first system just-discussed, the 
second type is used for of:fenders only and liberty is restric-
ted. Yet, there is hardly a tinge of prison atmosphere in 
these schools since the use- of bars, locks, and prison regime 
are forbidden. 
The characte+. o.f the. training is educational just as 
it had been in the others, but, the. offender may-not leave the 
school until he has served the .term o.r sentence. He may have 
vacations,_ however, go out in group hikes, and enjoy the sum-
25. M. Callcott, rtRussian. Justiceu; p.213 
mer camps as do,other.p:upi1s. · 
.· .-
.. 
The inmates arrange ·.their own schedule and disci-
- pline themselves py. me.ans of, a system o;f' self-government. 
They devote fo-qr, holll's to in<iu,~trial training, four h.ours to 
study, and three to club activi ti.es. When their te;r>m of sen-
tence is completed, "they~· :re"{;ur11 to soci~ty as, highly .skilled 
workers. 
The third type of.institution prpvided for the most 
. - . -
criminal types of juvenile. delinquents had' already been des-
cribed ass rema~kahle achievement •. The inmates of thelabor 
communes, such as Bolshevo, are delinquents with long criminal 
records.· Theyhad bee:r1 sent repeatedlybefore the Commission 
for Cases of Minors, and.had seryed many terms in juvenile in-
stitutions. Their cases seemedhop(;:)less'UD.til the bold exper-
iment instituted at the labor c.omm.unes proved to pe a success. 
So satisfied were the authorities with the achievement of the 
First Labor Commune,.Bolshevo, that they soon established oth-
ers. A second colony at Zwenigorod and another at Kharkov are 
smaller but communes of a similar nature. 
-The steady decline of the percentage of juvenile de-
linquents seems to indicate that the fight waged by the author 
ities against juvenile crime is successful. In 1928, thirty-
six per cent of the total nll.mber of persons coriyicted-/ for 
crime in the USSR were juveniles. In 1931, this figure droppe 
26 
to twenty...;.eight per. cent. Another indication of the success 
26. M. Callcott, "Russian Justice, p.,210 
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lies in the absence of' the wandering army of' youths. At the 
present time there are few such vagrant youths.in the Soviet 
Union. 
CONCLUSION 
Many are the persons who.have been highly impressed 
with the Russian penal system. They. believe it is a distinct 
contribution, offering a progressive approach to ef'fective 
crime repression. It was attempted in this thesis to provide 
a basis for this belief. 
It would be helpful in conclusion, to summarize the 
principles which govern Russian penology in its attempt to pre 
vent crime and rehabilitate the criminal._ The principles 
might be stated as follows: 
1. The belief that an individual can be re-educated, 
.re-conditioned, and reclaimed in the correct en-
vironment. 
2. Trust in each criminal to. stimulate him, bring 
his best to the fare, and produce the desired 
response. 
3. Healthy occupation as a powerful rehabilitating 
force, e:x:pecially work of a useful, congenial, 
and creative type, adequately paid for and reward 
ed with t:b.e quicker return to society. 
4 •. System of.self'-goyernment and discipline imposed 
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by the democratically electedorganizations of 
the inmates themselves that the_y may feel the 
justice of the penalties since they were imposed 
upon them by fellow members .. 
• 5. System of technical education planned to teach 
each criminal a useful trade that he may return 
as a useful member of_ society as quickly as pos-
sible. 
6. Development of selt~expression in a system of 
education and recreation by means of voluntary 
active participation in clubs, study classes, 
inte:rest groups,. orchestr.as, dramatics and en-
tertainments. 
7. Provision of a normal environment within the in-
stitution through freedom of movement, social 
intercourse, parole and. vacations. 
8. Maximum ten yea:r_sentence, for it is believed 
that long, hopeless sentences are not conducive 
to reformation. 
9. Provision fo~ normal sex relations through an-
nual vacations of two to four weeks or twelve 
monthly visits to ~he home, and by permission to 
marry and make the home in the institution, fam-
ily life being recognized as a great incentive 
to rehabilitation. 
10. Full restoration to_ society after release withou 
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the handicap of' a crimina). record .. 
11. Elimination, of' incorrigibles after every method 
made -to correct them fails. 
12. Pure medico-educational treatment for juveniles 
with technical training releasing him into a 
waiting job. 
13. Inclusion of' the institutions in the general 
-economic program so that the inmates may feel 
his noneness" with; the. general economic life of' 
the USSR. 
Doubtless there are abuses and imperfections in the 
Soviet penal system. The authorities,admit that they have not 
yet realized their ideals in many respects. Assistant Attor-
27 
ney Vishinsky says: ''I warn you of' its shortcomings. rr Des-
pite this, the administration of' justice as practiced in Rus-
sia offers many valuable ideas which other countries might ad-
vantageously .adopt~ .. It. tends-' to reform the. prisoner, not to 
harden him; it gives the.i:nmate faith rathe;r than disillusion-
ment in the system. It does not degrade him with third degree 
tactics, isolate him, make him resentful, hopeless, sullen; 
instead it raises him to the ranks of useful citizenship with 
carefully planned environment,· education, and training. It 
develops his sel.:t:-respect, awakens: sel.f-cri ticism, rouses his 
e social consciousness and spru;-s him on to correct his f'aul ts. 
Here is truly a system o:f prevention of crime and re;formation 
of' the criminal. The USSR has features that American penology 
27. lilt. Call_cott, 11 Russian Justice", p. 234 
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might well adopt. 
THE CRIMIN~ C.ODE OF THE RSFSR 
GENERAL SECTION 
Part 1 
THE AIMS OF PENAL LEGISLATION OF THE RSFSR 
1. The penal legislation of the RSFSR pursues the 
task of protecting the _socialist state of workers and peas-
ants and the regime extablished therein from. socially danger-
ous acts. (crimes) by applying to pe.rsons committing them meas-
ures of' social protection set out in the present code. 
Part 11 
EXTENT OF OPERATION OF THE CRIMINAL CODE 
2. The provisions of' the present codeextend to all 
citizens of' the RSFSR, who·have_committed socially dangerous 
acts within the territory of' the USSR; as well as beyond the 
boundaries of the USSR, in case they are: detained within the 
territory of the RSFSR. 
_ 3.· Citizens of other constituent republics are in 
accordance with the RSFSR laws liable to be prosecuted for 
crimes committed within the t.erritory o:f the RSF8Raas• well 
as outside the bounda:ries of the USSR, i,f_ they had been de-
tained and subjected to trial or ·investigation within the RSFS 
territory. · 
· . For crimes committed within the territory o:f the 
Union, citizens of the constituent republics are liable ac-
cording to the laws of' the locality where. they committed the 
crime. 
4. For crimes committed within the territory o:f the 
USSR foreigners are liabl~caccording to the laws of the local-
ity where; the crime was c-ommitted. 
5-• The question of· the criminal liability of' for-
eign nationals enjoying the right of exterritoriality shall 
be decided in each individual case by diplomatic means. 
Partlll 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE PENAL POLICY OF THE RSFSR 
6.Asocially dangerous act isany act of commission 
or omission directed_against the Soviet regime, or one which 
violates the order established by the. workers' and peasants' 
government for the period. o:f time pendirig a transition to a 
communi.st regime~ 
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Note: Anact, which although formally falling within 
one of the articles of the special section of the present code 
is. ;free from socially dangerous characteristics owing to its 
obvious ins~gnificance or absence of harfuful consequences, is 
not a crime. · 
7. ::J:n regard to persons who c.ommit socially danger-
ous acts or who are dangerous owing to their connections with 
criminal circles, measures of social protection-of judicial-
corrective, medical, or medical-educational nature are. applied 
8. In the event of tbe concrete act, which at the 
time it was committed was a crime in accordance with ~ticle 6 
of the present code, but. by the time it was investigated. or ex 
amined in court lost its socially dangerous character owing to 
a change in the criminal law, or owing to the mere change in 
the social.:...political conditions, or in case the person who 
committed it cannot, in the opinion of the court be regarded 
as socially dangerous at the time indicated, then such an act 
does not entail the application of a measure of social pro-
tection to the person who. committed it. . 
9. Measures of.socia1 protection are applied for 
the followi~ purposes:. 
(a) To·· prevent the commissi.on of further crimes by 
persons who have committed them. ·. · · · 
(b) To exercise influence over other unstable ele-
ments o:f.the community. · 
(c) To adapt the offender to the conditions of the 
social life of the state of the toilers. 
The measures of social protection cannot have for 
their purpose t:he infliction o,f physical.suff'ering or the de-
gradation of human dignity and they do not pursue the object 
of retribution or punishment. · 
10. With regard to persons who have commit.ted so-
cially dangerous acts, me.thods of. so.cial protection of a ju-
dicial-correctivenature.are applied only in cases when these 
persons 
(a) Acted carelessly, i .. e., d:i..d not foresee the ef-
fects of their acts--althoughthey should they should have 
foreseen them--or recklessly hoped to avert the effects of 
their acts. · 
(b) Acted knowingly, i •. e., foresaw the. socially dan-
gerous effect of their acts, desired these consequences, or · 
knowingly allowed such effects to take-place. · 
11 •. Measures of social protection of' judicial~cor­
rective nature are·not to be applied in the case of persons 
who have committed a crime while suffering from chronic men-
. tal diseases, or while temporarily .insane., or in general in 
such a·. state o:f deranged health as to be incapable of realiz:_ 
ing their acts or of controlling them. Neither are these 
measures to be applied to persons, who- although at the t.ime 
they committed a crime were in. possession of their mental 
faculties, nevertheless suffered from mental derangement by 
.. 
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The time senteuce\_,was pronounced. 
Measures of social protection which are applied to 
these persons are confined to those of a medical nature. 
Note: The present article does not apply to persons 
who have committed a cri~n;e in a state o! intoxication. 
12. The_ measure of_ social protection of judicial-
corrective nature are not applied in the case of minors up to 
the age of 16. When regarding the latter~ the Commission of 
Juvenile Offenders finds it po-ssible to confine itself to 
measures of social ·protection of a medical and educational na-
ture. Oct. 30, 1929 *l 
13. Measures of social protection_ are. not applied 
to persons who have committed acts foreseen by the penal laws, 
if the court establishes that these acts were committed by 
them in a state of. necessary defense against attempts at.the 
Soviet rule, or at the~body or: rights of a person defending 
himself or another per--son, provided there was. no., excess of 
the limits of self~defense. 
Mefl.~ures of social protection are not applied when 
the same acts·were committed in order to avert a danger, 
which under the given_circumstances were unavertable by any 
other means, provided the harm thereby caused was less serious 
than the harm averted-. -June 6,. 1927 .. *2 
14. Criminal prosecution may not take place 
(a) when ten years have elapsed· from the time of the 
commission of the crime, for- which the court may inflict a 
penalty of not more than five years-' imprisonment. 
- (b)_ when five year . .s have elapsed since the time __ the 
. crime for which the court may impose a penalty ~not more than 
five years had been committed. 
(c) when three years have elapsed since the perpe-
tration of the crime, for which a court maysentence the sen-
tence the criminal to not more than one year's imprisonment, 
or when .the law provides a more lenient measure of social 
protection than imprisonment. · 
The principle of remoteness is appliedwhen in the 
course of-the corresponding period of timeno proce~d~g:p were 
instituted in connection with the given.c?lse. The period of 
remoteness is interrupted when the person who committed a 
crime within the corresponding period of remoteness commits 
another similar or not less serious crime, or evades judicial 
examination or investigation. · In ~mch cases the periods of 
remoteness begin to run from the date of the perpetration of 
the second offense or from tne-date of the· resumption of the 
interrupted .proceedings; June 6, 1927. *3 
*1 Collection of-Acts;, 1929, No.82~ Article 796 
*2 Collection of Acts, 1927, No.49, Article 330 
*3 Collection of Acts, 1927, No.49, Article 330 
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Note1: ln _cases of' criminal. prosecutions for counter 
revolutionary crimes the application of' the principle of' re-
moteness is· left to the discretion of' the court in each indi-
vidual case. However, if' the court does not find itpossible 
to apply the principle of' remoteness, and sentences a person 
to be shot for such a crime, such sentence must necessary be 
commuted to the.proclamation that.the person accused is an en-
emy of' the toilers coupled with the forfeiture of' the citizen-
ship of' the USSR, and exile from the confines of' the USSR for-
ever or imprisonment for a period of' not less than two years. 
June 6, 1927. *4 · · 
Note 2: The periods of' remoteness laid down in the 
present article do not apply to acts prosecuted byway of' ad-
-~inistrative action according to the present code, and the in-
fliction of pUnishments for such acts can take place only witb 
in one month from the date they were committed. June 6_,1927 *5 
Note 3: In regard to persons criminally prosecuted 
f.'o:r active par~icipation in acts, and active struggle against 
the working class and the revolutionary movement, committed 
while holding respo:s.sible or secret posts under the Tsarist 
regime, or under- counter-revolutionary governments during the 
civil war, the application of' the principle of remoteness and 
the question of' commuting capital punishment by shooting are 
left to the discretion of' the court. June 6, 1927 *6 
. 
15. A·· sentence of conviction shall not be carried 
into effect if' it was not carried into effect within ten years 
from the date of the passing of the sentence. 
16. In case a certain socially dangerous act is not 
directly foreseen by the present code, the grounds and limits 
of' liability for such acts are determined in accordance with 
those articles of' the code which foree crimes most closely ap-
proximating them. . 
17. The measures of' social protection of a judicial-
corrective nature are applicable equally to persons who have 
committed the crime--participants as well as their accom-
plices-..:..instigators and abettors. 
Instigators are persons who induced the commission 
of' the crime. 
Abettors are persons who assisted in the carrying 
out of' the crime by means of' advice, indications, providing of 
means and removal of obstacles, or by means of' concealing the 
criminal or the traces of' crime. 
18. The measures of' social protection of' judicial-
corrective nature are determined for each of the accomplices 
according to the degree of' their participation in.the given 
*4 Collection of' Acts, 1927, No.49, Article 330 
*5 Collection of' Acts, 1927, No.49, .Article 330 
*6 Collection of' Acts, 192?, Nb.49, Article 330 
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crime, as well as according to the degree of danger of the 
crime, and of the person who took part in it. 
The failure to report a crime that has been commit-
ted, or is being planned, entails the application of the mea-
sures of social defense of judicial-corrective nature only in 
cases specially designated in the present code. 
19. An attempt to commit a crime, as well as acts 
preparatory to a crime, which take the form of finding or a-
dapting weapons and mean~, and creating conditions favorable 
for a crime, are prosecuted on the same basis as a crime whicb 
has actually been committed. In such cases,. the court, when 
selecting the measure:? of social protection of a judicial-cor-
rective nature, must be guided by the degree of danger of the 
person who has committed the crime or the preparatory act. 
The court must also examine how far the preparations. for the 
crime went, and ho1v near the consequences were to. the act as 
well as the causes owing to which the crime was not completed. 
In case the crime was not committed owing to the 
persons intending to commit it having voluntarily renounced 
it, the court fixes a corresponding measure of social defense 
for those acts which were in fact committed by the person who 
attempted or prepared to commit the crime. 
Part lV 
ON THE MEASURES OF SOCIAL PROTECTION APPLIED UNDER 
THE CRIMINA~ CODE WITH REGARD TO PERSONS WHO 
HAVE COMMITTED CRIMES 
20. The following are the measures of social protec-
tion of a judicial corrective nature: · 
(a) The offend.er is proclaimed enemy of the toilers 
and is at the same time deprived of the citizenship of the 
oonstituent republic and thereby of the citizenship of the 
USSR and must be necessarily expelled from its confines. 
(b) Imprisontnent in corrective labor camps in remote 
localities of the USSR. 
1
cl Imprisonment in common prisons. 
d Compulsory labor without confinement. 
e Forfeiture of political and separate civil 
rights. (f) Removal from the· confines ·of the USSR·. for a cer-
tain period. 
· (g) Removal from the confines of the RSFSR or from 
the territory of a specified locality with compulsory settle-
ment in other localities or without same, or coupled with the 
prohibition to reside in definite localities, or without such 
prohibition. . 
. (h) Dismissal from office coupled with prohibition 
of occupying a certain post or without any such prohibition • 
. (i) Prohibition to engage in certain activities or 
industry. (j) Public censure. 
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~mk1l Confiscation of property--complete or partial. Afine expressed in money. Imposition of the duty to make good the damage 
caused by the culprit. 
(n) Warning. May 20, 1930 *7 
·21 •. Execution by shooting is applied for the purpose 
of combating the gravest kinds of crimes, threatening the foun 
dations of Soviet rule, and of Soviet regime, pending the a-
. bolition of that punishment by the Central Executive Comm.it.tee 
of the USSR, in cases specially indicated in the articles of 
the present Code, as an exceptional measure for the protection 
of the state of the toilers. · 
22. Persons who have not reached the age of 18 at 
the time the crime was committed and women in a state of preg-
nancy cannot be condemned to shooting. 
23. The principal measures of social protection of a judicial-corrective nature applied with regard to persons who 
have committed crimes, consist in proclaiming them enemies of 
the toilers with he consequences following such measure,. im-
prisonment, and compulsory labor without confinement. 
The other measures of social protection set out in 
Article 20, except warning and the confiscation of property, 
may be decreed either as_ independent measures or be combined 
with the basic ones as supplementary measures. The confisca-
tion of property as a supplem.enta:t;>y measure of social protec-
tion may be imposed by the court only in cases specified in 
the articles of the present Code. May 20, 1930 *8 
24. The following are measures of social protection 
of a medical measure: 
(a) Compulsory medical treatment. 
(b) Placing a person in a hospital coupled with i-
solation. 
25. The following are measures of social protection 
· of a medical education kind: 
(~) Delivery of a minor into the charge of his par-
ents,. adopters, guardians, relatives, provid~d the aforemen-
tioned are able to support him, or to other persons or insti-
tutions. December 20, 1927 *9 
26. Measures of social protection of a medical-edu-
cational and medical nature may be applieg by the court in 
case it .recognizes that the application of measures of social 
protec.tion of a judicil;tl'-correcti ve kind does not fit the gi v-
en case; or they may be applied in addition-to the latter, if 
moreover the measures of social proteption of a medical-peda-
gogical-and pedagogical kind have not been applied by the com-
judicial inquiry organs. · 
27. The proclamation of a person as enemy of toiler::· 
*7 Collections of Acts, 1930, No.26, Article 344 
*8 Collection of Acts, 1930 No. 26, Article 344 
~E-9 Collection of Acts, 1927 No. 4, Article 38 
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and expulsion from the confines of the USSR with the forfei-
ture of the_citizenship of a constituent republic, and there-
by of the citizenship of the USSR may only be applied for an 
unlimited period. ~June 6, 1927 *10 
28. Imprisonment may be imposed for a period of' be-
tween one and ten years. · · · 
Imprisonment for a period under three years is ser-
ved in common prisons. Imprisonment for periods of three 
years and more is served in co:rrective-labor camps. 
In exceptional cases, when the court recognizes 
that the person condemned to three or more years' imprison-
ment is obviously unfit for physical labor, or owing to the 
degree of his social danger need not be sent to the c.orrect-
labor camp, the court has the right to substitute a common 
prison for a camp by .sp_ecially decreeing~ so in its sentence. 
May 20, 1930. *ll · 
Note 1: Persons who are uninterruptedly serving in 
the units of the Workers'· and Peasants' Red Army, and who are 
in the cadres either as privates or junior commanders, serv-
ing for a definite period, are sentenced in peace time, in-
stead o:f to imprisonment without forfeiture of' rights for two 
months to one year, to serve for a like period in the military 
corrective units of' the .. Workers t ·and Peasants' Red Army, and 
instead of' imprisonment for a period up to. two months, to ar-
rest for a like period, served in a manner prescribed for the 
disciplinary arrest. of' persons in military service. 
In exceptional cases.,- by special decree of-the 
court in each individual case, the same measures may be ap-
plied to the above-mentioned persons also for common crimes. 
Persons in military service of the middle, senior, 
highest and junior commanding personnel o:f the Workerst and 
Peasants' Red Army~ whoremain in.the cadres after serving th~ 
required period int~the army, and who have been sentenced to 
imprisonment without forfeiture o:f rights :for a period up to 
_one year, in case·of dismissal from the ranks of the Workerst 
·and Peasants' Red Army, serve their term indicated in the sen-
tences by doing compulsory labor according to the general 
rules. November 30, 1930. *12 
Note 2: When tp_e Workerst· and Peasants' Red Army 
passes to th~ state of war, persons in the m1litary service 
who are in military-corrective units are dispatched to the 
active army, and the subsequent serving of.tha measure of 
social protection imposed on them is postponed until after 
the termination of military operations. 
*10 Collection of Acts, 1927, No.49, Article 330 
*11 Collection of Acts, 1930,. No.6l, Article 344 
*12 Collection of Acts_, 1930, No.l27, Article 749 
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A sentence condemning a~soldier in time of war to 
imprisonment .without forfeiture of rights may, by decree of 
the court which passed that sentence, be postponed until aftei 
the termination of military operations, on condition that the 
convicted person joins the active army. / 
With regard to persons in military ·service mentionec 
in the fi:r;-st and second parts· of the above note, who while in 
the ranks of active army have proved themselves staunch defen-
ders of the USSR, the court which passed the sentence may, on 
the petition of the competent-military authorities, release 
the convicted person .f:rom the_. measure of social protection. 
Octoberl, 1928.*13 November 30, 1930, *14 
29. The period of preliminary detention, and also 
the time spent in confinement from the monent the sentence 
was passed pend~ing its coming into force must obligatorily be 
reckoned as par.t of the period of· detention decreed by the 
court. 
In case the court. applies a measure o:f social pro-
tection of a judicial-corrective kind lbher than imprisonment, 
it has the right to take into cpnsideration the period of 
detention previous of the trial and accordingly mitigate the 
measure of social protection chosen by it, or to resolve not 
to apply to the defendant the measure of social pr_otection 
set out in the sentence •. 
With regard to persons sentenced to compulsory 
labor each day o.f preliminary deteption is credited as three 
days of compulsory labor. 
30. Compulsory labor without imprisonment may be 
imposed for· a :period rangingfrom one day to one year. 
Note: Comp:uJ,.sory labor without-imprisonment is not 
applied to the middle, senior~ highest arid junior commanders 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, who are in the cadres 
and have completed their-term of service, and also to persons 
in military service whobelong to the earees of privates and-
junior commanders of the Workers' and Peasants• Red Army dur-
ing their appointed period ()i' -service. In pla·ce of compulsory 
labor the above-mentioned persons in military service are·· 
sentenced to arrest for a period.not exceeding two months, 
which is served fnrac:m$lnnemdprescribed for persons in a mili-
tary service unde_ro di_s~~J>li~~!X_ arrest, November 30, 1930.- *15 
31. Forfeiture of political and separate civil 
rights consists of the deprivation of: 
· (a) elective .franchise both active and passive 
(b) the right to. occupy elective posts in public 
organizations 
(c) the right to occupy certain specifiedstate of-
fices 
*13 Collection o.f Acts, 1928, No.l27, Article 816 
*14 Collection of Acts, 1930, No.61, Article 749 
*15 Collection o:f Acts,· 1930, No._61, Article 749 
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~ dl the right to the titles o:f_distinction e parental rights . f" right to. pensions paid by. way of social insur~.­
. ance . and to unemployment relief.~ paid b.y way of social insur-
ance. 
Forfeiture of rights IDI:lY be_ prescribed both tully--
so as to cover all.:the:above-mentioned rights~-and partially, 
in respect of" their .sepa;rate cat_egories. - _ 
· Forfeiture of parental rights may be prescribed by 
the court, only if it hasbeen proven that this-right has 
been abused by the convicted person. · 
. For:feiture of pension l)lay pe prescribed by the couri 
only in the.:followingc~;~.sea: _ 
(a). conviction-for the commi$sion of state crimes 
(part 1 of the Special Section) - -
(b) conviction for the cOinmission of crimes prompted 
by greed to imprisonment or to exile with a compulsory resi-
dence in other localities (af! the. basic m~asure of socia_l pro-
tection) ·. · _· · - · · 
· (c) The prescr:i_ption of the confiscation of the en-
tire propert¥ as · su_ ppJ.ementary measure_ of social _protection. 
(dJ conviction in time of peace for. military crimes, 
falling under articles of 193(3), 193(4), 193(7), 193(9), 193 
(12), 193(17), 193(20), 193(28),. o:f the present Code, and in 
time of war, :for any of the crimes falling under Chapter lX 
of the Criminal Code (on crimes by persons in military service 
June 30, 1930 *16 November 20, 1930 *17 · 
32. Forfeiture of rights cannot be prescribed for a 
period exceeding five years.· 
In case this measure of social protection is pre-
scribed as one supplementary to imprisonment, forfeiture of 
rights extends to the entire period of imprisonment served 
plus a period determined by the sentence. 
33. Forfeiture of rights, foreseen by paragraphs 
a-c of .Article 31 is accompanied by the ·rorf·eitune of the or-
ders of' the USSR, and of the orders of the RSFSR. In such . 
cases the court is obliged, after· the sentence comes into 
f"orce, topresent a petition to that ef"fect to fuh_e Presidium 
of' the Central Executive Commi.ttee, as the case may be. 
Forf"eiture of the other marks of distinction and of 
distinctive titles, is eff"ected by: sentence of' the Court. 
August 20, 1930. *18 · · 
34~ Forf"eiture ofrights.may be ·decreed by the court 
both as a supplementary and as anindependent measure of" so-
cial protection. 
. When. imposing a sentence of over one year's impris-
onment, the court is obliged.to discuss the question of the 
forf"eiture of' the convicted personts rights. 
*16 Collection of .Acts, 1930, No.30, Article 388 
*17 Collection of' Acts, 1930, No.62, Article 763 
*18. Collection of' Acts, 1930, No.42, .Article 505 
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Forfeiture_of rights cannot be combined with condi-
tional conviction or with public c_ensu,re. December _6,1929 *19 
_ _35. Remo:val from the territoryof the RSFSR or from· 
the· territory of' a specified locali-ty with compulsory settle~ 
ment or with prohibi-tion to reside in· other localities or 
without these li._m:Ltations; coupled with compulsory labor or 
without compulsory labor, may be app~ied by the c_ourt with. re-
gard to those. convicted p-ersons,, who, ip the opinion ot the 
court, it would. be socially dangerous to leave in the given 
locality. · 
The removal f.rom the.territory_of the RSFSR of from 
the boundaries of a. se.pa.rate lQ-<ia.lity with an obligatory resi-
dence in ot]1er_localities is p:rescribed for a period of three 
to ten years._.- This measure, as a ·supplementary one, cap only 
be prescribed ·for. a period not exceeding. five. years._. The re-
moval from the terJ:'itory of the RSFSR, or from the. territory 
of a specified locallty w_ith _compulsory residence in other lo-
calities, coupledwith.compulsory- labor, may only be prescrib-
ed as a basic measure of social protection. Removal from the 
territory of the RSFSR, or from the territory of a specified 
locality with. prohibition to reside in certain localities, or 
without this restrictive provision is prescribed for a period 
of one to five years. 
In case one of_these·measures is decreed-by the 
court as a.supplementary_on.e to imprisonment~ the period of 
this supplementarymeasure begins to run from the date of the 
release of' the prisoner. - · · 
Persons sentenced-to the_ removal from the territory 
of a specified locality with comp~sory s~ttlement in some 
other locality in order tp.serve their terms of imprisonment 
in corrective-labor camps, after serving their term of impris-
onment, settle in the district of the camp pending the period 
when they will be allotted-land for which they will be allowed 
a free choice of their residence, or.else they must be provid-
ed with paid work • 
. Removal from the RSFSR territory, as well as removal 
from any specified locality whatever form it takes cannot be 
applied to persons under sixteen~ ·May 20,_1930 *20 
36. Remove from·the confines of the USSR or RSFSR 
for a definite period of time; ·.may take place_ . only in a man-
ner specially provided by federal legislation. Removal f'rom 
the 90nfines of a specified local~_ty with ,~ompulsory settle-
ment in other localities may be applied by the.co~rt only in 
cases- of conviction .:for crimes specified by-Articles 58(2), 
58(14), 59(2), P~tl, 59(21), 59(3.02), ss(3:-o), 59(7), 59(8), 
Part 1 59(9),59(3),-Part 111 73(1), 74 Part 11 104, 1071 116, 
Part 11 117, Part 11 llB, 129, l29-a, 136, 140, Part 11, 153, 
Part 11 155, l62,b,c, and e, 164, Part 11, 165, Part 111 166, 
167, 169, Part 11, 173, 175 and Parts 11 and 111. 
*19 Collection of Acts, 1930, No. 87-88, Article 854 
*20 Collection of Acts, 1930, No. 9, Article 102 
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Places in which compulsory,settlement may be pre~ 
scribed are determined as follows: With regard to persons con-
demned to exile without compulsory labp:r by the chief admin-
istration of m,iliti~ at the Cou.ncil of'" People's Commissars of 
the RSRBR:, by agreem:entwitl:J. -the People's Commissariat of' Jus 
tice of the RSFSR;_a!ld~with regard to .p!3rsons condemned to 
exile witb. compulsory labor, by the Peopi.ers Commissariat of 
.Justice of' the RSFSR. February 15, ;J-931.*21 May 30,1931.*22 
37. Removal ·from of-fice may be applied in case. the 
court deems it impossible. to leave the condemned person at 
the.post he occupieci at_the time of his convictioh, or at the 
time he committed-the: crime. ·It may he accompanied by a pro-
hibition to, occupy a~ certain pOst; such prohibition not to 
last over five years. · - . 
· 38. Prohibition to follow a certain acti-vity or in-
dustry is applied by the court: .for a .period not to .. exceed 
.five years in.cases·where thecpurt _shaJ.,lconsider it impos-
sible, owing.: to the ascertained abuses .by the· person convic-
ted while he.· was engaged in his profession or industry, to ·al-
low him to continue same further. · 
' · In particular;_ the court has ·the right to prohibit 
the person convicted to undertake any responsibilities with 
regard to furnisbing la,bor and material to State institutions 1 
to enter into.contracts withState and public enterprises and 
institutions) to manage trade or commission enterprises eithel 
in his own name or on. behalf of other persons. 
39. Public censure consists of the public expressim 
of condemnation to the person condemned_declar~d in the name 
of the court. · · 
40. Confiscation of property is the compulsory and 
uncompensated alieriatio:p. in .favor of the State of the whole 
property of a convictted person, or of a proportion thereof 
exactly defined ·by the court, such property being either en-
tirely owned by him, or constituting.a share in common pro-
perty. 
.Articles of domestic use and indispensable to the 
condemned person and his family, the stock and tools required 
for small-scale peasant industry or.· agricultural production, 
and serving as a means of existence .for him and his family, 
are not subject to confiscation. 
Foodstuff's and sums ofmoneyleft at the disposal 
of the convicted person and members of his family; m~y not, 
according to-valuation intheir totality, be less. than the 
average thre.e-months' wages .of a worker or that locality in 
respect .to each member of the.family. 
The stock of tools indispensable to a convicted per-
son for his professional work may be confiscatedonly in case 
the court decrees that he shall be deprived of the right of 
exercising such profession. 
*21 Collection of': Acts, 1931, No.9-, Article 102 
*22 Collection of Acts, 1931, No.27, Article ~47 
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Note: Inkulak households.only the property mention 
ed in Articles 1-9 of'_ the.List or .• Kinds of Pr.operty on which 
execution may riot be levieci in respect of arrears or taxes, 
customs duties, and dues, is_not l:i.able to confiscation • 
. November 20, 1930 *23 and· *24. - -
41. When prop~rty is_ confiscated, the state snall 
not answer for the, dE;lbt~·and liabilities of the convicted per-
son, if such- had- been contracted after th? taking of. steps by 
the investigation or judicial. organs to_ protect the property, 
and without_ the consent of these-organs. 
In regard to claims subject to: gratificati<:>n out or 
the conriscated property, the State answers only within the 
limits of theassets, while inregard to priority of gratifi-
cation of claims the rules shall be_ observed that are laid 
down in Articles 99 and 101 of the Civil Code and 266 or the 
Code of Civil ProcedUre of'.RSF{3R published,April 10, 1930 
42.- A fine· ;ts a JD,on~y penz;U.ty imposed by the _court 
within the lim:i.ts established bi separate article.s or the pre-
sent Gode, and when applied as-an additional measure, the .fine 
shall be imposed at_ the discre_tion of the court. -
In. all cases a fine shaU pe :iJD.posed in. conformity 
to the property status o:r- the convicted.- - . 
In determining the :fine, the court may decide to 
substitute, in the event of non-payment, by compulsorywork 
without deprivation of liberty at the rate of one month com-
pulsory labor for lOO rubles fine. No substitution of depri-
vation of liberty for a fine or vice shall be allowed. 
Articles of property that are not subject to confis-
cation may not be taken in payment of a fine. 
43. The·caut:i.on is applied by the court only when a 
verdict o:f acquittal is.given, if the court considers that 
the b~havior of the acquitted gives ground, nevertheless, to 
f_ear that he might_ commit the crime in the :future. 
44. The oblig~tion to repair the damage is imposed 
upon the convicted-in those cases when the court. :finds it ex-
pedient that the convicted shall eliminate the consequences 
of the violation of the.law eommitted by him, or of the. dam-
age caused by him to the plaintiff. 
This-measure of social defense,_however, may not ex 
ceed by its severity the measure of social defense given as 
the.basic penalty in the verdict. 
*23 Collection of Acts, 1929, Nos •. 89-90, Article 924 
*24 Collection of Acts, 1930,-No. 62, Article 763 
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Section V 
ON MEASURES OF.SOCIAL DEFENSE OF JUDICO-CORRECTIONAL CHAR-
. ACTER AND THEIR IMPOSITION BY COURT 
45. In.imposing a_m.easure of social protection of judie-correctional character.the com.-t shall be guided by: 
· . (a) the provisions of the general·· section of. the 
present. code ·. . · . · · 
· .. (b) the.limits indicated.in the article of the Spe-
cial Section which provides a penalty· for a givenkind of 
crime 
(c) The Socialist conception of law,. taking into 
consideration the social danger· of.· the crime. cornmi tted, the 
circumstances of the ~ase, and the personality of tpe defend-
ant 
·. 46. · The crimes foreseen. by the present code are di-
vided into: . 
(a)-Crimel:l.directed.against the foundations of the 
Soviet system established by the authority ofworkers and 
Peasants in the USSR, su~h crimes being consequentlyconsid-
ered the more dangerous, and . . . . . . 
(b) All. other crj.mes. 
For cri-mes of the first category the Cod~ Lays do"Wn 
the limit below which the court maynot go inimposing a mea-
sure- of social defense of judie-correctional character. 
Ori all other crimes the Code lays down only the 
maximum limitofpe;nalty to be imposed by the court. 
47. The basic question. to be settled in each separ-
ate: case is the question of the social danger of the crime 
that has been tried. · 
An aggravating factor in this respect; when deter-
mining one or the other measure of social protection .foreseen 
by the Code, is : c . . . · 
(a) Committing·a crime in order torestore the rule 
of the bourgeoisie. . · 
. (b) Possibility of causing harm to the interests of 
the State, of the toilers by committing the crime, although 
·· the crime itself' was not immediately directed against the in-
terests of the State or of the toilers. 
(c) Committing of a crime by a group o.r. a band. 
(d)-Committing a crime by a person who.already com-
mitted a crime be.fore., except in cases when a given person is 
considered as·not·having been tried be.fore, or when a long 
time, in a judicial sense, has passed since the committing of . 
the first crime, or since the conviction of it. *25 The court 
however, depending on the character of the first crime,.may 
not consider it as an aggravating factor. 
(e) Committing a crime for selfish or base motives. 
· (~) Committing a crime with particular cruelty, 
*25 Articles 14 and 15 
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violence, s;lyness, or-in regard to'persons subordinated to th 
criminal or· materially dependent on -him, or ·particular-ly help 
less on account o:f age, or other c_ircumstarices._ 
48.-Extenuat:ing_ circumstanceS. in-the imposition of 
one or another measure of socialde:fenseor-when a crime has 
been committed: ' - . _ · -
(a) AlthoUgh exceeding the limits of self-defense 
yet for the proteqtion of_Soviet law,_revolutionary-law, or 
the personality and right_ of-the.party defending himself or 
another person - - · 
(b) For the first tiem - . 
sires 
(c) For motives o:t;her.than,selfishness or base, de-
(d) Under the influence of threats, compulsion, or 
official or material dependence -
(e) Un_-der _the influence of st::ong mental. a_ gitation 
· (f) fu a·state of-hung~r or d1.stress, or under the 
influence of . severe p~:t;.~ohal or family conq.itions 
(g) Due to ignoranc-e, lack of. consciousness, or an 
accidental chain· of circumstances - - -
(h) By a personunder age, or bya woman in a state 
of pregnancy 
49. If the crime committed by the defend-ant con-
tains the symptoms of several crimes, as well as in the case 
of the defendant having committed several ·crimes for which he 
has not been senten~ed, the court, having. defined the measure 
of social defense for each crime separately, finally imposes 
the penalty according to the article which provides for the 
gravest of the crimes committed by the def.endant and the 
severest measure of social defense. · 
50. If a minor (16-20) is sentenced to deprivation 
of liberty or compulsory-labor, the term must be reduced by 
one-third as compared with the term of an adult sentenced 
-under the same article. At all events the term of the sen-
tence of a minor shall not exceed one-half the maximUm laid 
down by the present Code for a given crime. 
51. In-the event when, in view of exceptional cir-
cumstances of the case, the court·finds it necessary to im-
pose a measure of social defense oelow the lowest limit indi-
cated in a corresponding article of the present Code, or to 
apply another, less stringent measure of social defense that 
is not indicated in the article, the court may also depart 
from the article, but the motives of such departure from.the 
code must be clearly stated in the verdict. 
The same rule applies inthose cases when the court 
finds that the defendant at the time of the trial is not so-
cially dangerous and.no measure of social defense is imposed 
on him by the court. 
52. The right of either complete or- partial re-
lease of the condemned person from the application of measure 
of social defense,-under sentences of all judicial organs of 
RSFSR, except cases forseen in the present Code, constitutes 
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the exclusive prerogative of the pJ:>esidium of the AlJ,.-Russian 
- CentraL Executive Committee • 
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Sectio!l Vl 
ON CONDITIONAL SENTENCES AND CONDITIONAt ANDEARLYRELEASE 
53. If the court finds that the degree of·social 
danger of the defendant does not call either for his isola-
tion, or for the imposition~ of compulsory labor, it may im-
pose a conditional sentence. ·_ · · ·. 
In such cases .the court decides not to execute the 
verdict if within a: stated perlod the convicted person will 
not commit a fresh crime of equal gravity. This period may 
not be less than one year and not mo:re than ten years. 
Note: If a fine_ or property requisition is added to 
deprivation of liJ:>erty or compulsory_ labor, the fine is im-
posed irrespective. of the conditional nature of the basic 
- verdict. 
54. In the event of the committing of a crime by 
the conditionally condemned during the probation period the 
court has .the right either to add the conditioned measure of 
social defense given by the second verdict. In the first case, 
the total term of deprivation of liberty must not exceed ten 
years, and the ~otal term of compulsory labor must not exceed 
one year. 
55. The following persons shall be held free from 
previous convictions: . (a) Persons ,acquitte.d by the court 
(b) Persons. conditionally sentenc_ed, who did not 
commit a crime of equal gravity during the probation period 
given by the court. . . . . 
(c) Persons sentenced to deprivation of liberty for 
terms of not more than three months, or to any other minor 
measure of social defense, who in the course of three years 
after serving the first sentence, .. did not .commit a fresh crim 
or persons sentenced to deprivation.o.f liberty for a period 
of more than six months if they committed no fresh crime of 
equal gravity in the course· of six years. 
56. If persons sentenced·to terms of social de-
fense show reformation, they may be released before the end 
of the term imposed by the verdict of the court. 
Conditional early rel_ease consists either in ab-
staining from further serving of the sentence, or in substi-
tuting a milder form of social defense. The manner of appli-
cation of conditional early release is laid down by the · 
Correctional Labor Code of RSFSR. 
In regard to persons·serving sentences in correct-
ional labor camps, conditional early release is applied in 
the form of transferring the convict. to free settlement in 
the district of the given camp for the rest of his sentence. 
If the conditionally-released person should commit 
J 
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a fresh crime of equal gravity during the unexpired time of 
his sentence, the latter is added to the measure of social de 
fense imposedby the court for the new crime, whilethe total 
term of deprivation of liberty may not exceed ten years and 
the total term of compulsory labor may not exceed one year. 
57. Persons under age, sentenced to deprivation of 
liberty and placed in industrial homes for minors, remain 
there until fully corrected, but not later than reaching the 
age of 18. If, by the time of reaching this age, the sentence 
has not yet expired, they may be given early_discharge. 
Minors, in regard to whom early dis~arge should 
be deemed impossible, shall either remain in the same indus-
trial home, or shall be transferred to other industrial homes 
or colonies on the grounds laid_down by the correctional 
labor code of RSFSR. 
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